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Abstract

The focus of this thesis is the development and application of a novel technique for investigat-

ing the structure and dynamics of weak interactions between and within single-molecules.

This approach is designed to explore unusual features in bi-directional transitions near

equilibrium. The basic idea is to infer molecular events by observing changes in the three-

dimensional Brownian fluctuations of a functionalized microsphere held weakly near a re-

active substrate. Experimentally, I have developed a unique optical tweezers system that

combines an interference technique for accurate 3D tracking (∼1 nm vertically, and ∼2–3

nm laterally) with a continuous autofocus system which stabilizes the trap height to within

1-2 nm over hours. A number of different physical and biological systems were investigated

with this instrument. Data interpretation was assisted by a multi-scale Brownian Dynamics

simulation that I have developed. I have explored the 3D signatures of different molecular

tethers, distinguishing between single and multiple attachments, as well as between stiff

and soft linkages. As well, I have developed a technique for measuring the force-dependent

compliance of molecular tethers from thermal noise fluctuations and demonstrated this with

a short ssDNA oligomer. Another practical approach that I have developed for extracting

information from fluctuation measurements is Inverse Brownian Dynamics, which yields

the underlying potential of mean force and position dependent diffusion coefficient from the

Brownian motion of a particle. I have also developed a new force calibration method that

takes into account video motion blur, and that uses this information to measure bead dy-

namics. Perhaps most significantly, I have made the first direct observations of the refolding

of spectrin repeats under mechanical force, and investigated the force-dependent kinetics of

this transition.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Summary and structure of the thesis

The focus of this work is on weak, thermally-mediated interactions between and

within molecules, which form the basis of many important biological processes (e.g. base-

pairing in nucleic acids, receptor-ligand bonding, protein folding, etc.). This investigation

includes: i) the development of new experimental techniques for the quantitative study of

single-molecule structure and dynamics, ii) the development of practical approaches and

models for the analysis of experimental data and the extraction of physical information

from noisy signals, and iii) the application of these techniques to the study of nanoscopic

physical and biological systems of interest.

The thesis consists of the following chapters:

Ch. 1, Introduction: In addition to an overview of the thesis structure, this chapter

contains some background material on weak-bond dynamics and the use of force probes

in studying these interactions.

Ch. 2, Instrument development and verification: This is a methods chapter, which

describes the novel experimental techniques and instrumentation that I have devel-

oped for studying single-molecule interactions. The optical tweezers system uses an

interference-based particle-tracking system to measure the 3D position of a bead with

nanometer precision. This is combined with a continuous autofocus system, which

compensates for slow drifts to stabilize the trap height to within 1-2 nm for hours,

resulting in long-term force stability of ∼ 0.1− 0.2 %. The unusual precision and sta-

1



Chapter 1: Introduction 2

bility of this system expands the range of nanoscale systems that can be studied; it is

designed to explore interesting features of near-equilibrium single-molecule dynamics,

such as metastable states and multiple pathways in forward and reverse transitions.

Ch. 3, Applications and examples: In this chapter, physical and molecular applica-

tions of the method are presented, which demonstrate the range and utility of this

novel techniques. Physical examples include: diffusion near a wall, 3D thermal noise

imaging of the optical trap, and the dynamics of a bead-surface interaction. Molec-

ular examples include: detection of formation and discrimination of multiple tethers,

3D characterization of different molecular tethers, and obtaining the force-extension

curve of a short ss-DNA oligomer from thermal noise.

Ch. 4, Brownian Dynamics, simulation and inversion: In the first half of this chap-

ter, I describe the multi-scale Brownian Dynamics simulation developed to model the

experiment. The simulation includes the details of bead dynamics near a surface (such

as translation-rotation coupling), as well as a course-grained model of molecular in-

teractions. Examples are presented which investigate rotation diffusion, the effect of

rotations on measured tether length, and the dynamics of bond formation between a

functionalized bead and a reactive substrate. Some examples are presented, including

a verification of the expected rotational decay time, an examination of the effects of

rotation on the measured tether length, and a sample calculation of the dynamics of

bond formation between a functionalized bead and reactive substrate. The second

half of the chapter focuses on the Brownian Dynamics inverse problem—recovering

the underlying potential of mean force from the measured trajectory of a fluctuating

particle. A novel and practical approach for accomplishing this is presented, which

yields not only the potential, but also the position-dependent diffusion coefficient from

the particle trajectory. Next, this “Inverse Brownian Dynamics” technique is verified

with both simulated and experimentally measured data.

Ch. 5, Motion blur trap calibration: This chapter describes a new trap calibration

technique that corrects the standard equipartition and power spectrum methods by

accounting for video motion blur. In addition, it enables the diffusion coefficient to

be determined by measuring the effects of motion blur as a function of shutter speed

or trap strength. This provides a new way to quantify bead dynamics, changing finite
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video integration time from a limitation and liability to a benefit.

Ch. 7, Rare returns on lost effort: This short chapter is a commentary on the recently

obtained Crooks Fluctuation Theorem and its application to biophysical measure-

ments.

Ch. 8, Refolding kinetics of the spectrin repeat under mechanical force: This is

a single-molecule investigation of the structure and dynamics of the R16 spectrin

repeat folding transition. This chapter is, in some sense, the culmination of the

methods developed and explained over the preceding chapters. The compliance and

change in tether length of an engineered spectrin construct are quantified. And for

the first time, the refolding transition under an externally applied force is directly

imaged, enabling a characterization of the force-dependent refolding kinetics of the

spectrin repeat. I also observe a metastable state under very slow inverse loading

rates (decreasing force), which reveals new information about the reaction pathways

that govern the refolding of this triple-helical protein.

Appendices: The appendices include some supplementary notes on chemical kinetics and

optical traps.

This introduction continues with some background material on weak interactions,

force probes, and chemical kinetics. While chapters five, six and eight each contain addi-

tional background information pertaining to these specific studies, the material presented

here adds some context and motivation for this work.

1.2 Background and context

1.2.1 Weak biomolecular interactions

”Weak” biomolecular bonds are characterized by much smaller binding energies

than covalent bonds, and typically are on the order of 10-30 kBT in thermal energy units

(here kB is the Boltzmann constant, and T ≈ 300K is temperature, i.e. kBT ≈ 4×10−21J).

Therefore, in the aqueous environment of the cell, thermal activation alone is capable of

disrupting a weak bond, which leads to characteristic bond lifetimes ranging from microsec-

onds to a year. Biological molecules involved in complex interactions like protein folding

or bioreceptor-ligand chemistry are themselves extremely complicated mesoscopic systems,
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each composed of thousands to millions of atoms. Furthermore, the interactions between

molecules in living organisms often take place far-from-equilibrium and under stresses from

the surrounding environment. To investigate such interactions and to acquire a mechanis-

tic understanding of how nature works at the nano-scale, one must go beyond equilibrium

measurements and bulk “test-tube” experimentation.

Recent techniques for the direct mechanical manipulation and observation of single

molecules have allowed the kinetics of molecular transitions to be explored in unprecedented

detail (e.g. the atomic force microscope (AFM) [8, 30, 11], biomembrane force probe (BFP)

[26, 67], optical tweezers [4, 73, 16], and magnetic tweezers [84, 70, 38]). Unlike bulk ex-

periments where ensemble averaging can obscure details of the dynamics, these methods

enable the direct observation of single-molecular transitions, which can reveal detailed fea-

tures of the governing effective energy landscape, such as the observation of metastable

states [9, 18], and the identification of prominent kinetic barriers using Dynamic Force

Spectroscopy (DFS), which will be further discussed below [25, 49, 27].

1.2.2 Bond dynamics in force probe experiments

Most methods in solution biochemistry, as well as many force-probe studies of

single-biomolecule interactions are viewed in the context of a standard paradigm, in which

the dynamics of bonds or changes in conformations are described in terms of forward and

reverse reaction rates between two distinct chemical states with different energies and sep-

arated by an intervening barrier. The impact of pulling on a bond or structure with a

force probe is idealized by addition of a linear mechanical potential to a free energy con-

tour assumed to regulate kinetic transport between the two states. In the most simple

case (described below), this biochemical paradigm implies an exponential dependence of

the kinetic rates on force, which has been used with great success to model the outcome

of many single-molecule tests, studying e.g. the strengths of bioadhesion bonds, unfolding

of protein domains, intramolecular transitions in polysaccharide chains, slowing molecular

motors, etc. [23]. However, even the present state-of-the art probe methods provide only

”snapshots” of a more complex (and important) behavior, which has remained hidden be-

cause of the limited dynamic range and the select history or protocol of force application.

To fully explore such complex behavior and obtain a more fundamental understanding of

nature’s design in nanoscale biology, new approaches and instruments are needed to reveal
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the subtle dynamics of single-molecular interactions.

1.2.3 Conventional mode of force spectroscopy and emerging challenges

The development of dynamic force spectroscopy (DFS) has provided a useful frame-

work for guiding our thinking about how to test single-molecule transitions with external

fields [25, 23, 27]. The crucial concept is that force-mediated transitions in weakly inter-

acting systems do not occur at a single characteristic value of the applied force. Instead,

thermal activation inextricably couples force to time. In the most simple physics, transitions

on laboratory time scales are modeled by kinetic-diffusive transport of molecular states over

an energy landscape. This landscape represents the potential of mean force along a reaction

coordinate (i.e. a free energy contour excluding the displacement degree of freedom), lead-

ing from a bound minimum-passing over one or more intervening barriers-to an unbound

state at higher energy. A one-dimensional example of an energy landscape mapped along a

particular reaction pathway is sketched in Figure 1.1.

Figure 1.1: Schematic energy landscape governing the interaction of two biomolecules (solid

line); and the impact of a mechanical potential contributed by pulling with a force probe

(dashed line).

Application of force adds a mechanical potential proportional to the projection of

the force along the spatial pathway, which tilts the landscape, and thereby lowers, shifts,

and narrows the energy barrier [25]. Due to the drop of the energy barrier, application
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of a mechanical field dramatically increases the rate koff of the forward transition, while

quenching the reverse rate kon. In the simplest case where a sharp barrier confines narrowly

bound states, the barrier energy falls linearly with increasing probe force f , causing the

forward-transition rate to grow exponentially [koff ≈ k0
off exp(f/fβ)] while kon quickly van-

ishes (k0
off is the unstressed off rate). As first postulated by Bell [6], the thermal force scale

fβ = kBT/xts for rate exponentiation is set by the average projected location xts of the

energy barrier along the reaction coordinate selected by force. Moreover, it is easily shown

that pulling apart such an ideal bond with a steady ramp of force in time yields a universal

distribution of rupture forces [25] where the distribution peak-i.e. the most frequent tran-

sition force f⋆—shifts upward in direct proportion to the logarithm of the loading speed

rf = df
dt , i.e.

f⋆ = fβ log[rf/(k
0
offfβ)] (1.1)

(For a derivation of this relation, see Appendix A) As a mechanical corollary to the standard

paradigm of solution biochemistry, this relation has been the hallmark of DFS applications

in many single-molecule force experiments [23, 27]. An illustration of seemingly ideal bond

fracture is shown by measurements of the most frequent force needed to rupture the bioad-

hesion complex PSGL-1:P-selectin, plotted in Figure 1.2left as a logarithmic function of the

loading speed [24]. Tested under steady ramp conditions, the linear shift in the most likely

breaking force with log(loading rate) was well defined between 300 and 30,000 pN/s (large

solid red triangles), which showed that two parameters governed mechanical strength in this

regime: k0
off = 0.35/ s, and fβ = 18 pN, implying xts = 0.22 nm (!). As such, the dynamic

force spectrum provided a clear image of a prominent barrier along the direction of force.

However, the successful imaging of one prominent kinetic barrier by DFS can be

misleading when complex interactions are only examined in a limited window of loading

rates and strictly in the conventional “steady ramp” mode. For instance, it was initially

puzzling that the most frequent rupture force for PSGL-1:P-selectin bonds shifted precipi-

tously to near zero under steady loading rates below 300 pN/sec (bottom solid green wedges

in Figure 1.2(left)). But when tested with a new DFS jump/ramp protocol (cf. Figure

1.2(right)), the force-distribution peak for PSGL-1:P-selectin rupture events reappeared at

higher forces and continued the upper branch of the spectrum down to slow loading speeds

(open red triangles). In this way, the PSGL-1:P-selectin interaction was shown to behave

as a mechano-chemical switch, with force selecting between two thermodynamic pathways
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Figure 1.2: LEFT: Dynamic force spectrum for detachment of the endothelial cell adhe-

sion molecule P-selectin from the leukocyte glycoprotein ligand PSGL-1 (measured with a

biomembrane force probe [24]). Under steady force ramps, a first-order dynamical transition

occurs in strength (solid red/green triangles) as the consequence of two kinetic pathways for

bond dissociation. RIGHT: Detachment of a PSGL-1:P-selectin bond under a jump/ramp

mode, which eliminated one pathway but not the other (open red triangles).
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for dissociation [24]. Thus, it has become clear that the emerging challenge is to design

force instruments that will bridge the gap between near-equilibrium transitions on long

time scales (often with multiple pathways as is demonstrated by PSGL-1:P-selectin) and

the far-from-equilibrium transitions on fast time scales already accessible by conventional

DFS techniques.

1.2.4 Exploring the Crossover between Near-Equilibrium and Far-from-

Equilibrium Transitions

I have developed a novel approach that extends traditional single-molecule force

spectroscopy to include the nanoscale dynamics of bi-directional transitions. The basic idea

of the method is to track the three-dimensional Brownian fluctuations of a functionalized

micron-sized sphere that is optically trapped near a reactive substrate. Interactions between

molecules attached to the bead and to the surface are reported by changes in the random

motion of the bead. For example, the formation of a bond between a molecule on the

sphere and one on the coverslip, constrains the bead position to fluctuations about a roughly

spherical cap. If a second bond forms before the first bond breaks, motions of the twice-

tethered bead are now distributed along a curved arc. Thus, by quantifying the free or

constrained nanoscale fluctuations in bead position, one is able to discriminate between the

formation and release of single molecular bonds. Similarly, tracking changes in the tether

length can reveal the unfolding/refolding of domains within a protein that links the sphere

to the substrate.

The crucial requirement is to design an instrument that will provide nanoscale

resolution of the 3D bead position on fast to long time scales (milliseconds to minutes).

Moreover, in order to explore near-equilibrium transitions with barrier crossings in both

directions and the force-dependence of the kinetics, one must be able to add a stable bias

potential to the energy landscape. To fulfill this requirement, I have developed an optical

tweezers system with fast, high-resolution 3D particle-tracking capabilities, and a feedback

stabilized trap. In the next chapter, I present this apparatus in detail, and give preliminary

validation results.



Chapter 2

Instrument Development and

Verification

Building on earlier concepts [60], I have developed a new instrument, designed to

offer a new level of insight into biomolecular complexity by advancing single-molecule force

spectroscopy into the realm of biologically relevant, weak, near-equilibrium interactions. It

uses a feedback-controlled optical trap to hold a receptor-functionalized glass microsphere

close to the bottom coverslip of a microscope chamber. The top surface of the coverslip

is coated with a complementary set of ligand molecules and acts as the substrate. Alter-

natively, single, flexible biomolecules (proteins, nucleic acids) can be tethered between the

bead surface and the substrate. Low-to-moderate trapping powers allow the test bead to

undergo easily detectable yet confined Brownian fluctuations, as illustrated schematically

in Figure 2.1. Conformational transitions of singly tethered biomolecules, or specific inter-

actions between surface-immobilized receptor/ligand pairs, cause stochastic interruptions

in the bead motion, which creates a distinct footprint in the accumulated statistics of bead

positions. Using the optical trap, controlled and time-varying stresses can be applied to

linkages between the bead and the substrate to explore the force-dependent kinetics of

molecular transitions.

The extraction of characteristic features of the interaction of interest requires the

collection of a large amount of 3D-positional bead data with high spatial resolution. The

task of fast, nanometer-resolution tracking of the 3D motion of spherical microparticles is

common to a growing number of techniques that study molecular-scale phenomena. The

9
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Figure 2.1: Sketch of a functionalized glass bead suspended near a reactive substrate (micro-

scope coverslip). Random forces and torques imparted by the aqueous environment cause

the bead to undergo Brownian motion. A triple-helical polypeptide represents a biomolecule

tethered between the surfaces of the bead and the coverslip. A laser-optical trap confines

the bead in a weak potential and allows one to apply controlled stresses to linkages between

the bead and the substrate.

relatively simple and inexpensive approach presented here should benefit many researchers.

It combines reflection interference contrast microscopy (RICM) with fast video imaging

and specialized tracking algorithms. Using this approach, I am currently able to analyze

continuously at >120 times per second the 3D positions of a moving glass bead (diameter

∼2–15 µm) with ∼3 nm lateral (x-y) and ∼1 nm vertical (z) resolution, covering a height

range of up to ∼500 nm. The high-speed lateral tracking procedure consists of a sequence

of up to 3 position-detection algorithms that make use of the symmetry of the bead’s RICM

image to increasingly refine its center position. Once the center is found, the height of the

bead relative to the bottom coverslip is obtained from analysis of the circularly averaged,

radial intensity pattern generated by optical interferometry.

In addition to the exceptional resolution in distance, force, and time, a major ad-

vantage of this method over existing techniques is its longtime stability. As demonstrated

below, the implementation of an autofocusing feedback system maintains the a steady trap

position over periods of hours. Moreover, rather than measuring the vertical position of

the bead with respect to an arbitrary (or even changing) reference frame, the use of inter-

ferometry reveals the actual distance between the test bead and the substrate—which is

the primary quantity of interest. The use of reflected light also allows for easy manipula-
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tion of the test bead from above, such as lifting it from the substrate with a micropipette

(demonstrated below). Owing to the high visibility of the RICM pattern of a glass bead,

fainter objects or thin films may be placed between the test bead and the substrate, and

their thickness and/or transversal compressibility inspected [37]. Other advantages include

the relatively large range of vertical distance detection, no need to calibrate each bead for

height measurements, and algorithms that can easily be scaled up to track multiple beads

simultaneously.

2.1 Equipment and experimental setup

Sketched in Figure 2.2, the instrument is built around a Zeiss (Carl Zeiss, Inc.,

Thornwood, NY) Axiovert 200 inverted research microscope equipped for epi-illumination

with a 100W mercury-arc lamp (k). The image is formed by reflected light using Zeiss

Antiflex optics, i.e., a 63x/1.25NA Plan-Neofluar Antiflex objective (f) with integrated

quarter-wave plate (g), and a reflector assembly consisting of polarizer (n), analyzer (p),

and a polarizing beam splitter (o) that reflects most of the illuminating light but transmits

the imaging beam (Figure 2.2, see also Figure 2.4 in the next section). An interference

filter (m; parts m-p by Chroma Technology, Corp., Brattleboro, VT) with a transmis-

sion band centered about the 546(±5) nm emission peak of the Hg-arc lamp generates

quasi-monochromatic illumination of the sample. A closed-loop, three-axis piezo-controlled

microscope stage (h; model P-517.3CD, PI L.P., Auburn, MA) facilitates nanometer adjust-

ments of the distance between the objective (f) and the bottom coverslip of the experimental

chamber (i).

Video images are delivered by a 12bit, cooled (-15o C) CCD camera (r in Figure 2.2;

SensiCam Long Exposure equipped with optional external fan to minimize vibrations; The

Cooke Corp., Auburn Hills, MI; see also http://www.pco.de). The SensiCam is mounted to

a video port of the microscope using a custom-modified Zeiss 4x C-mount adapter, resulting

in a final magnification of ∼38 nm/pixel. When operated in fast-frame-rate mode (FFR),

the camera’s framing speed depends on the number of active image lines. In the current

application I routinely use a region of interest of 120 video lines, resulting in a framing speed

of ∼120 images per second. (One-dimensional lateral displacements can be tracked as fast

as 1,500 fps with this camera.) Using multithreaded programming (Visual C++) and a

fast computer running Microsoft Windows (s), all image analysis can be done in real time
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Figure 2.2: Sketch of the main components of the instrument for photonic force spec-

troscopy. The labeled parts are: (a) laser head, (b) power controller, (c) beam expander,

(d) 1× variable telescope, (e) dichroic beam splitter, (f) microscope objective, (g) integrated

quarter-wave plate, (h) microscope stage, (i) test chamber, (k) mercury arc lamp, (m) 546

nm interference filter, (n) polarizer, (o) polarizing beam splitter, (p) analyzer, (r) SensiCam

CCD camera, (s) computer, (t) second video camera and computer.
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if necessary. For testing and calibration purposes, vertically mounted micropipettes can be

attached to a closed-loop piezo actuator (not shown, LISA P-753.12C with sub-nanometer

positioning accuracy; PI L.P., Auburn, MA), which allows one to pick up single glass beads

and displace them vertically by precisely known distances.

For near-equilibrium DFS studies the instrument is equipped with a laterally sta-

tionary, single-beam laser-optical trap. It confines the bead in a weak potential and allows

one to apply controlled stresses to linkages between the bead and the substrate. A 4 W

Nd:YVO4 and a 500 mW Nd:YAG diode laser (a in Figure 2.2; 1064 nm CW; COMPASS

1064-500 and COMPASS 1064-4000M, Coherent Inc., Santa Clara, CA) have been used in-

terchangeably to generate the trap. The expanded beam is focused to a diffraction-limited

spot with the same microscope objective (f) that is used to illuminate and image the car-

rier beads. The trapping power can be varied quickly and accurately with a liquid-crystal

power controller (b; Brockton Electro-Optics Corp., Brockton, MA), which also stabilizes

the laser power to 0.03% (long-term). The beam is passed through a beam expander (c;

5× fixed expander from OFR Inc., Verona, NJ, or 2–8× zoom beam expander from Special

Optics, Wharton, NJ) and then through a 1× telescope assembly that consists of two 5×
high-power laser MicroSpot focusing objectives (d; objectives by OFR Inc., Verona, NJ).

One of these focusing objectives is mounted on a piezo-driven objective positioner (PIFOC

P-723.10 with 350 µm travel range, PI L.P., Auburn, MA), allowing the divergence of the

beam entering the microscope objective (f) to be rapidly changed, and thus to adjust the

height of the trap center relative to the coverslip (over a range of ∼1 µm). All optical

components in (b)-(d) are coated for transmission at the laser wavelength of 1064 nm. The

laser beam is inserted into the microscope’s optical path directly below the objective via a

dichroic beam splitter (e; Chroma Technology, Corp., Brattleboro, VT) that reflects >99%

at 1064 nm but transmits most of the green (546 nm) imaging light. This laser placement

not only avoids damage to other microscope components, it also allows the telescope (d)to

be positioned as close as possible to the microscope objective. The latter minimizes power

loss when adjusting the trap height by changing the divergence of the laser beam that

(over)fills the objective’s back-focal plane. Besides fully automating the image analysis, the

main computer station (s) also controls the power and the height of the optical trap through

a GPIB connection to a programmable function generator (not shown; model 33220A, Ag-

ilent Technologies, Inc., Palo Alto, CA) with interfaces to the laser power controller (b) or

to the objective positioner that is part of the telescope (d).
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The microscope image is split before the SensiCam video camera (r), and a full-

frame, low-magnification image of the field of view is displayed on the monitor of a second

computer station (t; details not shown). Here, the setup uses a B/W analog camera oper-

ating at the standard video speed of 30 fps (DAGE-MTI, Inc., Michigan City, NI, model

CCD-300T-RC) that is attached to the microscope via a 1× focusable TV adapter (Diag-

nostic Instruments, Sterling Heights, MI). A Meteor-II frame grabber (Matrox Electronic

Systems Ltd., Dorval, Quebec) digitizes the video image for computer display and analysis.

Most importantly, the main function of the second computer is to maintain a

stable distance between the microscope objective and the coverslip. Dedicated software

implements my recently developed autofocus mechanism that practically eliminates even

nanoscale drifts of the imaging focus, which is crucial for proper RICM-based measure-

ments of the instantaneous bead-to-coverslip distance. Perhaps even more important, the

autofocus system also provides outstanding, nanometer stability of the vertical position of

the optical trap. The basic idea is to quantify drifts by analyzing the changing appearance

of the image of the field-stop diaphragm that is part of the microscope’s epi-illumination

path. Since this image is formed by reflection at the coverslip/buffer interface, it can be

processed to yield a true measure of the distance between this “substrate surface” and the

microscope objective, independent of simultaneously tracked beads. The defocus measure

is simply the variance of pixel intensities in an image region that contains part of the edge

of this field diaphragm, visualized with the second camera during experiments. After a

one-time calibration, focus drifts are corrected to within 1-2 nm by automated feedback,

moving the piezo-driven stage (h in Figure 2.2) vertically or, alternatively, adjusting the

height of the microscope objective with another piezoelectric objective positioner if present.

It is this autofocus mechanism that has allowed me to overcome significant measurement

uncertainties otherwise caused by ever-present drifts (on the scale of tens of nanometers or

more), and that enables the bead positions to be tracked with exceptionally high resolution

over long periods of time.

2.2 Detection: 3D tracking of a microsphere

This approach to fast and accurate 3D tracking of microspheres is based on re-

flection interference contrast microscopy (RICM). The optical basis for this technique is

illustrated in Figure 2.3. Incident light is back-scattered from the underside of the speci-
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men and from the coverslip/buffer interface. Interference of these two reflected components

generates the RICM image. In the present case the specimen is a microsphere that produces

an interference pattern consisting of concentric Newton rings (for examples, see Figure 2.4).

This image pattern is digitized by a high-speed video camera as described in the previous

section, and then analyzed with custom-written software to determine the 3D position of

the bead as well as its radius. The center of the pattern reveals the lateral position of the

bead, whereas the concentric fringes encode the bead height above the coverslip.

Figure 2.3: Illustration of image formation by RICM. The bead pattern is generated by

interference of the light components reflected back from the coverslip/buffer interface and

from the underside of the glass microsphere. The loci of interference (marked here by a

white open circle) depend on the angle and divergence of the incident light.

Optimal definition of this interference pattern is achieved by minimizing back-

ground intensity that originates from reflection of light at other optical interfaces. The

components that are needed to remove unwanted reflections are shown schematically in

Figure 2.4. The integrated quarter-wave plate (g) has to be rotated until its principal axes

are at a 45-degree angle with the polarization directions of polarizer and analyzer in order

to achieve a radially symmetric bead interference pattern.

2.2.1 Lateral bead-tracking

High-speed lateral tracking of the bead position is achieved through a sequence

of algorithms that increasingly refine the position of the circularly symmetric pattern: (i)
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Figure 2.4: Detailed schematic of the main microscope components needed for RICM image

formation. (The labeled parts are given in Figure 2.2.) Quasi-monochromatic incident

light is focused in the objective’s back-focal plane to give Khler epi-illumination. The

illuminating numerical aperture can be adjusted with an iris placed conjugate to the back-

focal plane (not shown). The polarizing assembly (n, g, p) along with the polarizing beam

splitter (o) minimizes internal reflections while maximizing the intensity of the imaging

light. (Double arrows indicate the polarization direction of the propagating light.) In this

arrangement, only light components reflected at optical interfaces above the quarter-wave

plate (g) contribute to the interference pattern. Examples of RICM patterns of the same

bead taken at different heights above the coverslip are included at the bottom of the figure.

(The white bar corresponds to 10 µm.)
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weighted center-finding of intersecting intensity gradients; (ii) normalized cross-correlation

of the pattern with horizontally or vertically flipped mirror images of itself; and (iii) non-

linear fit to a symmetric model function with adjustable center. Once the bead center is

known, the circularly averaged radial intensity profile is computed and analyzed to deter-

mine the bead height and radius (see below).

Most of the analysis is performed in “real-time” as the data is being acquired.

This solves the problem of storing massive amounts of video data as only the bead position

and/or radial intensity profile are recorded each frame. Image analysis is performed about

a small region of interest (search region) centered about the previously measured bead

position, for increased computational efficiency. Real-time position detection also enables

operator or automated feedback during the experiment.

The resolution of this method is ∼3-5 nm in the lateral dimension and ∼1-2 nm in

the vertical dimension. With the current video camera the bead position can be determined

at over 100 times per second. Faster video cameras with kHz frame rates can be used to

further increase the time resolution of this technique. In the following

Intersecting gradients

Whenever the most prominent feature in an image region is radially symmetric,

the vast majority of local intensity gradients will point either towards or away from the

center of the symmetrical pattern. The intersection of the lines defined by any pair of

gradients gives an estimate of the pattern center.

To calculate the gradients, the chosen search region is convolved with a Sobel

gradient operator (separate 3 × 3 masks for x and y direction) and store the gradient’s

direction and squared magnitude at each pixel. Additionally, the gradients are roughly

sorted by their (squared) magnitude at this point. Rather than using a time-costly full

sorting routine, gradients are assigned to predefined magnitude bins (“bin-sorting”), which

are counted as they grow.

Once completed, the mutual intersections (xis, yis) of straight lines defined by the

directions of suitable pairs of intensity gradients (Figure 2.5) are calculated. A pair of

gradients is judged “suitable” if it satisfies the following two conditions, chosen to improve

the positional accuracy of the algorithm. First, the magnitudes of both intensity gradients

must by greater than a certain threshold. Second, the acute angle γ between the two
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Figure 2.5: Schematic representation of the initial center-finding algorithm that is based on

identifying the intersections of suitable pairs of intensity gradients. The Sobel convolution

masks ((1,0,1),(2,0,2),(1,0,1)) and ((1,2,1),(0,0,0),(1,2,1)) are used to find the magnitude

of the local intensity gradient at each image pixel. Computing only the intersections of

gradients whose magnitude is above a given threshold and whose intersecting angle γ is

greater than 30, the center of the radially symmetric pattern is identified as the weighted

center of all gradient intersections. (For more details see the text.)

gradient lines must be larger than a preset value. Currently, 30 degrees is used as the

minimum admissible difference in gradient directions. The key to high speed at a fairly

consistent lateral accuracy is to adjust the magnitude threshold for different images in such

a way that the total number of gradient intersections (Nis) included in the average remains

approximately constant. To accomplish this, the sorted magnitude bins are inspected in

descending order. Starting with the first non-empty bin (containing the intensity gradients

with the largest observed magnitudes), the locations of all intersections whose gradient

directions differ by more than the required minimum angle are computed. If after completing

the work on a given bin, the total of calculated intersections has not yet reached the desired

number, the gradients in the next bin are included in the analysis. In parallel, the cumulative

sums are computed, which are needed to calculate the center of the radially symmetric

pattern as given by the weighted 2D average position of all suitable gradient intersections.

The averages are weighted by the sine of the intersecting angle.

The above procedure locates the bead center reliably within ∼ 1 pixel at a rate

of > 1 kHz for a large variety of concentric Newton-ring patterns. It is considerably faster

than the algorithm described next. In addition, it is amazingly robust in the sense that it

will even cope with beads that are partially obscured or have partly left the chosen search
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region.

Cross-correlation of mirror images

Cross-correlation is a standard pattern-matching procedure that can be easily

adopted to give subpixel resolution. However, it is a rather slow algorithm, and it relies on

prior knowledge of the pattern of interest, i.e., the “template” whose location is sought in a

given image. In the present case, the interference pattern is extremely sensitive to changes

in the bead’s gap height. Since one generally don’t know the bead height in advance, one

is unable to predefine a search template that is guaranteed to be part of a newly acquired

video image. Yet a powerful variant of cross-correlation can still be used if one once again

exploit the symmetry common to all RICM patterns of microspheres.

More specifically, the algorithm is based on the fact that a radially symmetric

image region can be transformed into itself by an arbitrary reflection that is followed by

a translation. The distance over which the mirror image needs to be translated until it

matches the original pattern exposes a particular symmetry axis in the radially symmetric

original. Finding two independent symmetry axes in this way, the center of the concentric

Newton-ring pattern is given by the intersection of these two axes.

Details of this procedure are sketched in Figure 2.6 for the x-direction. The mirror

image of a rectangular image region containing the Newton-ring pattern is designated as

the template for the cross-correlation search. The search range is defined by inflating the

x-dimension of the original image region by a preset distance at both sides. Scanning the

template pixel by pixel across the search region (cf. Figure 2.6), the normalized cross-

correlation C is computed at each position using

C (xT ) =
〈ST 〉 − 〈S〉 〈T 〉

√

(

〈S2〉 − 〈S〉2
)(

〈T 2〉 − 〈T 〉2
)

. (2.1)

Denoting by T (x, y) and S (x, y) the intensities at a given pixel of the template and the

search region, respectively, the mean intensities entering Eq. (2.1) are given by

〈T 〉 =
1

NxNy

∑

x

∑

y

T (x− xT , y), 〈S〉 =
1

NxNy

∑

x

∑

y

S (x, y),

〈ST 〉 =
1

NxNy

∑

x

∑

y

S (x, y)T (x− xT , y), (2.2)
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Figure 2.6: Illustration of center finding (in x-direction) by cross-correlating a radially

symmetric intensity pattern with the mirror image of itself. The lateral x-dimension of

the original pattern is bounded by (x
(O)
0 , x

(O)
1 ). Its mirror image is the template (grayed,

transparent rectangle) that is scanned across the search region bounded by (x
(S)
0 , x

(S)
1 )

(dashed outline). The instantaneous position of the left edge of the template during the

scan is denoted by xT . The maximum of the cross-correlation between the template and

the respective part of the underlying search region reveals the best match between the two,

and provides the center position xcenter of the original pattern.
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etc. (Nx, Ny are the pixel dimensions of the template, and summation of search-region

intensities is over the respective region of overlap with the template).

The maximum of the discrete function C (xT ) gives the pixel position x̂T where

the template best matches the original image. To achieve subpixel resolution, a low-order

polynomial (parabola or cubic) is fit to a small range of cross-correlation data that were

suitably chosen around x̂T , and determine the maximum xmax
T of the fitting curve. Then,

as is seen in Figure 2.6 (bottom), the left/right symmetry axis of the RICM pattern is the

center line between xmax
T and x

(O)
1 . An analogous search is performed in the y-direction to

find the position ycenter of the pattern’s up/down symmetry axis.

Clearly, to achieve acceptable speed, the two search regions chosen for this algo-

rithm should be as small as possible. The major advantage of using a sequence of algorithms

is that the cross-correlation search can be limited to a fairly small range around the pre-

viously found, preliminary center position. In my experience, satisfactory center detection

can be done with search regions that add only a few pixels to either side of the bounding

rectangle of the original image feature. The bounding rectangle itself can be quite small; I

usually choose a square that contains the first two central interference fringes of the bead

pattern.

Fit to symmetric model function

Once the position of the bead center has been narrowed down by the above two

procedures, one can try to refine it even further by choosing small and relatively short image

stripes (in the x- and y-directions) that contain the center, bin each stripe into a single line,

and fit a suitably chosen symmetric function to the resulting intensity data. For example,

for an intensity profile in the x-direction, one may choose any fitting function f that is even

in (x− xcenter) that is well-suited to the observed profile. One choice that has been used

successfully is

f (x− xcenter) =
n
∑

m=0

am cos

(

m
x− xcenter

w

)

(2.3)

where the values of n and w are fixed, whereas the coefficients ak and the desired xcenter

are fitting parameters. To account for (linear) intensity gradients that may be present in

the image background, the term bx can also be added to the expression in Eq.(2.3).
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2.2.2 Height determination and optical models

The light components reflected at the underside of the microsphere and at the

coverslip/buffer interface generate a symmetrical interference pattern (cf. Figure 2.4) whose

1D radial intensity profile uniquely encodes the gap distance between these two interfaces.

First, the average of this profile over all radial directions is computed, which greatly improves

the signal-to-noise ratio. Then, a suitable model that predicts the radial profile as a function

of the gap height and the bead radius is fit to the data.

The microscope objective is focused at the plane of the coverslip/water interface.

Therefore, the interference pattern formed in this plane dominates the intensity distribution

picked up by the high-NA (1.25) oil-immersion objective. I use a simplified model based on

a geometrical optics description, where the angular illumination spectrum is approximated

by a single, on-axis plane wave (cf. Figure 2.7). Taking advantage of a strict focus protocol

[37], I use the following semi-empirical expression [58] to analyze the radial intensity profile:

I(r) = A0 +A1 exp
(

−b1r2
)

+A2 exp
(

−b2r2
)

cos (∆φ (r)) (2.4)

In this formula, r represents the distance from the center of the pattern, ∆φ (r) the phase dif-

ference between the light reflected from the coverslip/water interface and the light reflected

from the bead at a given r, and {A0, A1, A2, b1, b2} a set of empirical fitting parameters.

The phase difference is given by

∆φ (r) =
2πΛ (r)

λ0
+ π (2.5)

where Λ(r) is the optical path difference, and λ0 is the wavelength of the interfering light in

vacuum. A constant phase shift of π is contributed by reflection at the higher-index glass

bead. Approximating the underside of the bead as a paraboloid, the following expression

for Λ(r) is obtained:
1

2
nH20

[

2h−R+
√

4r2 + (2h+R)2
]

(2.6)

where R is the bead radius, h is the gap height between the bead and the coverslip (cf.

Figure 2.7), and nH20 is the index of refraction of water[77].

Considering the approximations used in this model, as well as the complexity of

the overall imaging system, it is crucial to test this model carefully. A typical non-linear fit

of the radial intensity formula to actual bead data is presented in Figure 2.7, demonstrating

good agreement between the measured and predicted pattern at a given height. However,
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Figure 2.7: LEFT: The simplest physical model for the formation of the observed Newton-

ring pattern considers self-interference of the reflected components of an illuminating, on-

axis plane wave. Strictly focusing the objective at the coverslip/buffer interface enables one

to limit the analysis to the interference pattern generated in this interface (e.g., at point P ).

RIGHT: Example fit of this model to a circularly averaged, radial RICM intensity profile

of a microsphere.
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as an ultimate test of the validity of the model one should also verify its ability to reproduce

known height changes of a given bead. This is presented in the following section.

2.3 Testing and verification of 3D bead-tracking

To establish the 3D resolution of the above tracking algorithms, I first inspected

the positional statistics of clean glass beads that were immobilized on the surface of clean

coverslips. Approximately 1,000 positions were recorded for each bead. The data were then

high-pass-filtered, keeping only frequencies >1 Hz. For the lateral (x, y) position data, the

standard deviations from the mean were typically ≤1 nm in both x and y for beads with

diameters of ∼2 µm. Determined by interferometry, the vertical bead positions exhibited

considerably smaller standard deviations, typically ≤0.2 nm. Hence, given a 95% probability

that a measured position deviates by no more than two standard deviations from the true

value, a conservative estimate of the random statistical error of the position detection gives

2 nm laterally and 0.5 nm vertically (in the frequency band >1 Hz). For beads larger than

∼2 µm (diam.), more image pixels contribute to the circularly averaged radial intensity

profile, which significantly reduces the statistical error of the bead-height measurements.

For example, tests with a ∼7 µm (diam.) bead yielded a standard deviation as small as 0.3

Å for vertical bead positions.

Next, the tracking accuracy was evaluated for beads that were translated at con-

stant velocities by sub-nanometer, closed-loop piezo actuation. The piezo-driven microscope

stage (h in Figure 2.2) was used to displace surface-immobilized beads laterally, whereas a

vertically piezo-mounted micropipette was used to pick up individual beads and lift them

by precisely known distances above the coverslip. Figure 2.8 shows typical tracking results

for these well-defined bead motions. Outstanding lateral resolution of a fraction of an image

pixel is clearly demonstrated in Figure 2.8left where the total travel distance of the bead

was less than 1/5 of the wavelength of the imaging light! The vertical tracking example in

Figure 2.8right successfully reproduces the linearity of the bead motion over an exception-

ally large range of bead heights. However, it also reveals a systematic bias in the measured

velocities that reflects a slight underestimation of the true vertical bead position, which may

be attributed to approximations in the model Eq. (2.4). While the deviation in velocity is

an acceptable -1% in the example of Figure 2.8right, it generally depends on the bead size

and on the illuminating numerical aperture, and may grow progressively to as much as -10%
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Figure 2.8: Tracking examples of beads undergoing well-defined, constant-speed motion

laterally (left) and vertically (right). LEFT: A surface-immobilized bead (2 µm diam.) was

repeatedly translated in the x-direction by a total of 100 nm (∼ 2.5 image pixels) at a speed

of 100 nm/s. The bead position was determined every ∼8 ms in real time. The resulting

trace accurately reproduces the imposed movement with sub-pixel resolution. RIGHT:

Series of measured vertical positions for repeated up-and-down translation of a pipette-held

microsphere (∼2.5 µm diam.) at a preset speed of 137.6 nm/s. The moment of contact

between the moving bead and the coverslip defined the absolute zero height. The apparent

velocity (average of the slopes of the superimposed linear fits) was 135.9 nm/s, giving a

correction factor of 1.01 that needs to be applied to the measured height data in this case.
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at decreasing bead diameters. Yet for a given setup that keeps these quantities constant,

a one-time calibration is sufficient to establish the appropriate correction factor that needs

to be applied to all vertical tracking data. (In addition to this easily corrigible bias, small

periodic deviations from ideal linear traces were also observed that became more noticeable

at decreasing bead sizes, introducing a local error of up to ∼5% in the raw bead-height

data. Correction of these small deviations requires a calibration curve based on data such

as shown in Figure 2.8right, which can then be used to restore single-nanometer accuracy

over the entire range of heights. I am currently evaluating improved RICM models for their

potential to eliminate the need for this calibration even for smaller beads.)

2.4 Testing of autofocus system

Longtime nanometer stability in all bead-height measurements is achieved with

the autofocus mechanism described in the Methods section. The calibration of its feedback

loop is based on measuring distance changes between the microscope objective’s focal plane

and the coverslip/buffer interface with nanometer accuracy. This measurement of interface

height was used in Figure 2.9 to demonstrate how the autofocusing routine effectively elim-

inates the otherwise ever-present instrument drifts that tend to displace the interface by

tens of nanometers (or more) on the timescale of ∼1 minute. With the “autofocus on”, I

am now able to maintain a constant focus as well as a stable vertical position of the optical

trap on the scale of ∼1 nm over periods of many hours.

2.5 3D-characterization and manipulation of the optical trap

The primary direction of force application and trap displacement using this in-

strument is vertical. The vertical spring constant of the trapping potential is tunable via

the laser power controller (b in Figure 2.2) and is generally smaller than the lateral trap

stiffness. The height of the optical trap can be changed quickly by adjusting the movable

lens of the telescope (d in Figure 2.2) as illustrated in Figure 2.10. A simple thin-lens

treatment gives the approximate relation between the travel ∆xtl of either of the telescope

lenses (xtl = x1 in Figure 2.10) and the resulting displacement of the vertical trap position

∆ztrap (ztrap = x̃
(i)
mo in Figure 2.10) as

∆ztrap ∼= (nw/ng) (fmo/f2)
2 ∆xtl. (2.7)
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Figure 2.9: The autofocus mechanism successfully compensates for vertical drifts of the

coverslip/buffer interface relative to the objective’s focal plane.

(nw and ng are the refractive indices of water and glass, and fmo and f2 the focal lengths

of the microscope objective and of the telescope lens closest to the objective, respectively.)

Insertion of the effective focal lengths for the used objectives predicts ∆ztrap ∼ 0.00373 ∆xtl

for this setup, which gives an approximate total range of 1.3 µm in vertical trap displacement

for the total travel range of 350 µm of the piezo-mounted telescope lens. The rough estimate

Eq. (2.7) was verified experimentally by moving the same bead repeatedly up and down

using first a piezo-mounted vertical pipette (cf. Figure 2.8right) and then the telescope lens

1. For beads less than ∼3 µm (diam.), the measured average bead velocities obtained with

these two procedures agreed well to within ∼5% or better. This good agreement makes

it possible to replace the cumbersome, pipette-based height calibration required for small

beads (see discussion of Figure 2.8) with the much simpler procedure using the telescope

(as done in Figure 2.11). On the other hand, a less accurate reproduction of the vertical

velocities was observed for larger beads when using the telescope (e.g., for a 4 µm bead the

velocity was ∼10% smaller than predicted). This is due partly to the approximations of

the thin-lens treatment Eq. (2.7), but also to a slight change of the 3D trapping potential

with varying positions of lens 1 (cf. Figure 2.10). Since the height detection of larger beads

doesn’t require calibration, however, this does not affect the 3D bead tracking.

Both modes of vertical trap adjustment are demonstrated in Figure 2.11. Well-

defined linear bead movement to/from the coverslip/buffer interface was controlled by piezo-
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Figure 2.10: Displacement of the beam focus by on-axis translation of one of the two

telescope lenses (here: lens 1). LEFT: A beam (here: originally slightly diverging) passes

through the telescope lenses 1 and 2 and through the microscope objective. The focal

lengths of all lenses are shown at the top. Moving lens 1 towards the incoming beam by

∆x1 (bottom) displaces the apparent beam focus (i.e., the focus in the shaded immersion

medium located at the intersection of the dashed red lines with the optical axis) by ∆x
(i)
mo

(for notation see detail on the right). RIGHT: Enlargement of glass-water interface along

the axis. Due to refraction at the glass/water interface at xg/w, the true beam focus moves

only by ∆x̃
(i)
mo = (nw/ng)∆x

(i)
mo, where ng and nw are the refractive indices of the two media.
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displacement of lens 1 of the telescope (Figure 2.11left). This determined the calibration

factor required to correct for the systematic bias in bead-height detection. (All height data

in the figure are shown after correction.) The bead’s confined Brownian motion in the

vertical direction was then quantified as a function of the laser power for a fixed trap height

(Figure 2.11right).

The vertical spring constant as a function of laser power was calculated from these

vertical fluctuation with the blur-corrected equipartition method detailed in Chapter 5 (in

particular subsection 5.6.3 using the linearity between trap power and spring constant).

This gives a power dependent spring constant of 0.081(2) pN/nm/W. It is worthwhile to

note that the amount of sagging of the average bead position at decreasing trapping powers

(horizontal solid lines in Figure 2.11right) is determined by the weight of the bead. A linear

fit to the mean bead heights as a function of the inverse vertical spring constant gives a

slope that is exactly the negative bead weight discounted by buoyancy. For the example

in Figure 2.11, a weight of 0.051(2) pN is obtained, which corresponds to a bead radius of

∼939 nm—very close to the value of ∼935 nm estimated from the RICM pattern (using the

nominal bead density of 2.50 g/cm3, and a water density of 1.00 g/cm3
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Figure 2.11: Examples of vertical trap manipulation, based on a total of ∼60,000 measure-

ments of 3D bead positions. LEFT : A small glass bead (trapped at a laser power of 350

mW) is moved up and down at a constant speed by adjusting the trap height via the posi-

tion of lens 1 of the telescope (part d in Figure 2.2). The measured raw bead heights were

corrected to give a velocity (slope of the superimposed linear fit) that was in agreement with

Eq. (2.7). RIGHT : Next, the trap position was kept fixed while the laser power (given at

the top) was decreased in six steps. Superimposed are the average corrected bead heights

(horizontal solid lines) ± standard deviations (dashed lines).
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Figure 2.12: The vertical spring constant of the trap was obtained using the blur-corrected

equipartition method of Chapter 5. This graph shows the näive vertical spring constant

(kBT divided by the measured variance of the corrected heights) at each laser power. A fit

to blur model is superimposed in red as described in subsection 5.6.3.



Chapter 3

Applications and Examples

In this chapter, I present some applications of the 3D tracking and trapping meth-

ods described in Chapter 2, which demonstrate the range and utility of this unique instru-

mentation. The first three examples are physical: bead diffusion near a wall, 3D thermal

noise imaging of the optical trap, and the dynamics of a bead-surface interaction. This is

followed by examples involving molecular tethers. First I show how the system can detect

the formation of tethers between the bead and substrate, and discriminate between single

and multiple tethers. Next, discrimination between different species of molecular tethers

through their 3D signatures is observed. Finally, a novel technique for obtaining the force-

extension curve of a single-molecule from thermal noise is then presented for a short (< 50

bp) ssDNA oligomer.

3.1 Bead diffusion near a surface

3.1.1 Lateral displacements

The 3D RICM tracking system was first tested by recording the positions of non-

reactive glass beads near a BSA covered surface. Figure 3.1 shows the lateral trajectory of a

typical unattached bead. Histograms of changes in bead position (along the x-axis) during a

specified time interval are shown in the left panel of Figure 3.2 for three different, increasing

time steps ∆t. For unimpeded Brownian motion, the variances of these distributions are

expected to grow linearly in time, with a proportionality constant of 2D (D denoting the

diffusion constant). The mean square displacements parallel to the coverslip are plotted as

32
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a function of ∆t in Figure 3.2(right). For two-dimensional diffusion, the slope of a linear

fit to the data is divided by four to give an effective diffusion coefficient for lateral motion

of Dxy = 0.0618(3)µm2/s. As discussed in Chapter 4 on Brownian Dynamics, the diffusion

coefficient is smaller than for a free bead due to interactions with the planar surface. This

value is consistent with the bead height quantified in the next subsection.

Figure 3.1: Two-dimensional projection of the random walk of a ∼ 3µm (diameter) bead

whose position was recorded every ∼ 40 ms.

3.1.2 Bead height and interaction with the surface

The distribution of heights along this random-walk trajectory is presented in the

semi-logarithmic plot of Figure 3.3. For a system in thermodynamic equilibrium at tem-

perature T , the probability that the system is in state x is proportional to the Boltzmann

weight, exp[−G(x)/kBT ], where G(x) is the free energy of the system. Therefore, this his-

togram directly images the apparent free energy of the bead as a function of bead height.

(Due to image blur the measured distribution differs slightly from the true distribution; this

is discussed further in Chapter 5.) For bead-to-wall distances between 45 nm and ∼ 110

nm, the figure clearly reveals a linear energy potential. Interpreting this linear potential

as gravity, the depicted slope can be used to weigh the bead fairly accurately. Using a

density of 2.50 g/cm3 for the borosilicate bead, the obtained radius from the bead weight

is 1.67 µm—very close to the value of 1.63 µm determined via RICM.
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Figure 3.2: LEFT: Histograms of one-dimensional bead displacements obtained for the

random walk of Fig. 9 at increasing time steps ∆t. The growing spread of the distributions

is consistent with free Brownian motion of the bead. RIGHT: 2D mean square displacements

〈∆x2 + 〈∆y2〉 as a function of the time interval ∆t for the same data set. As expected for

unimpeded, drift-free diffusion, the relationship is linear. The slope of the linear fit equals

four times the effective, near-wall diffusion coefficient for the bead’s lateral motion at the

given range of bead heights (cf. Figure 3.3).
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Figure 3.3: The histogram of bead heights h measured by RICM for the random walk of

Figure 3.1 images the apparent (negative) free energy of the bead. The non-zero minimum

bead height and part of the steric repulsion at low distances are due to the presence of

adsorbed BSA layers. Beyond the most frequent height of 40nm, the free energy is clearly

dominated by the linear gravitational potential of the bead.
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3.2 3D imaging of the optical trap

As described above for the heights of a free bead, the statistics of bead positions

reflect the free energy of the system. In this section, I consider the three-dimensional

confinement potential created by the optical trap.

Figure 3.4 contains a detailed representation of a subset of the positional data

presented in Figure 2.11 of Chapter 2 (laser-trapping power of 25 mW). The scatter plot of

the y-z-positions (Figure 3.4, left) exposes a side view of the “energy cocoon” created by

the 3D potential of the optical trap. The right panel of Figure 3.4 demonstrates yet another

very useful measurement made possible by the 3D-bead-detection routine. Here, I experi-

mentally verified an assumption that is implicitly made in virtually all force measurements

using optical tweezers, i.e., that the lateral spring constant is not affected by small vertical

displacements of a trapped particle from the focus of the laser beam. At the fairly low

laser power used in this example, Brownian motion allows the particle to explore a ∼300

nm range in vertical displacement from the trap center. It is not obvious a priori that the

lateral trapping force exerted on the particle is independent of its instantaneous vertical po-

sition. The histograms in Figure 3.4 (right) and the values of the included apparent spring

constants reveal that the lateral trapping potential within each horizontal slice—imaged by

the subset of bead positions in the slice—is indeed harmonic and has the same stiffness at all

considered heights. (The effect of image blur on the measured spring constant is discussed

in Chapter 5. Fortunately, when there is little variation in the diffusion coefficient between

each slice, the spring constants can be compared since the change in the correction factor

is insignificant.)

3.3 Bi-stable potential: Bond dynamics in a nano-scale con-

finement volume

By confining the bead near the surface, a nano-scale reaction volume can be created

in which to explore the dynamics of chemical interactions. The collision rate between

reactive species, and stresses on the bonds are influenced by the soft mediating potential of

the optical trap; the formation and release of bonds between single molecules is reported by

changes in the Brownian fluctuations of the bead. Here I explore the dynamics of a physical,

non-specific bond, resulting primarily from van der Waals attraction. The presence of the
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Figure 3.4: Scatter plot (left) of the 25-mW data of Figure 2.11, projected along the x-axis

onto the y-z-plane (”side view”, where h is measured along the z-direction, cf. Figure 2.7).

Dashed lines divide the data into five horizontal slices (each 41.5 nm high). The y-positions

within each slice were collected into the individual histograms on the right (after applying

a high-pass filter to remove drift). Each histogram includes the lateral (y) apparent spring

constant of the trapping potential for the respective height slice, obtained by dividing kBT

by the variance of its subset of y-positions.

laser trap establishes a bi-stable potential between the energy minimum near the surface and

the meta-stable state in the trap. The dynamics of adhesion to the surface can be observed in

the height evolution of the bead as illustrated in Figure 3.5(top). A histogram of this data is

given in the central figure (3.5), revealing the apparent net interaction potential between the

bead and the substrate. The free energy profile is a superposition of the harmonic potential

from the optical trap plus gravity, and the underlying surface interaction. A scatter plot of

the bead position in the bottom figure (3.5) reveals a saddle point between the two local

minima, with the density of dots reporting the apparent free energy of interaction.

3.4 Observation of molecular tether formation

Now I examine a bead that is attached to the surface. Attachment is evident not

only in the constricted lateral bead motion, but also in the reduced fluctuations in height.

This is illustrated in Figure 3.6, which compares height fluctuations of a free bead with those

of a bead that adhered to the BSA layer. Figure 3.7 shows the fluctuations of the tethered

bead in more detail and over a longer period of time. A noticeable further reduction in
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Figure 3.5: Bi-stable potential of bead held weakly near a surface. These figures show

the (TOP) height trajectory, (CENTER) measured height histogram, and (BOTTOM )

side-view position scatter plot of a bead held weakly near the surface by the optical trap.
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height fluctuations is seen between the times labeled tA and tB —obviously corresponding

to a temporary multiple attachment of the bead to the bottom surface.

Figure 3.6: Height fluctuations of a free bead (left) and of a bead that was tethered to the

surface (right).

Figure 3.8 provides for an even more detailed inspection of the recorded 3D bead

positions, leading to the conclusion that this multiple attachment is most likely a double

linkage between the bead and the substrate. The bead positions in the first plot (Figure

3.8, left) are distributed about a spherical cap, consistent with the expected motion of a

bead anchored to the surface by a single tether (with some repulsion from the surface).

The second 3D plot (Figure 3.8, right) shows the trajectory within the smaller time interval

from tA to tB. Here, the motion of the bead is more or less constrained along a curved line,

implying two attachments to the surface.

3.5 3D signatures of distinct molecular tethers

The 3D-positional statistics of a bead that is attached via a biomolecular tether to

the substrate encode specific information about this tether. Thus, the 3D tracking provides

for a quick and very useful test of the specificity of a bead-substrate attachment, even before
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Figure 3.7: Extended tracking of the tethered bead from the right panel of Figure 3.6

revealed a time interval (tA, tB) with dramatically reduced height fluctuations—which is

best interpreted as the signature of a temporary multiple attachment.

Figure 3.8: 3D plots of the positions of the tethered bead of Figure 3.7. LEFT: Roughly

distributed about a spherical cap, the positional data imply that a single tether linked the

bead to the substrate. RIGHT: Fluctuations in the time interval (tA, tB) (cf. Figure 3.7)

are distributed about a short arc—consistent with two distinct linkers between bead and

substrate.
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an external field is applied. In the absence of an external field, the random 3D positions

of the lowest point S (“south pole”) of a singly tethered bead are bounded by a spherical

cap with radius R+L whose center lies at a distance of R below the tether’s pivot point P

(cf. Figure 3.9; R is the bead radius, L the maximum tether length). The distribution of

positions inside this cap depends on the tether flexibility—including the angular freedom

at its two attachment points—and on the weight of the bead. Figure 3.10 demonstrates

the clear distinction of two biomolecular tethers with different flexibilities. Furthermore, as

demonstrated in the previous subsection, the 3D Brownian motion of a bead that is linked

via two tethers to the substrate is roughly constrained to an arc, allowing one to easily

distinguish between single and multiple attachments.

Figure 3.9: Sketch of the geometry of a tethered bead for the simplified case of a rigid

lever that is always oriented along the shortest distance from the pivot point P to the bead

surface (i.e. the bond angle is always 90 degrees). S is the ”south pole” (lowest point) of

the bead, i.e., the position reported by the 3D-tracking routine. This geometry explains

the large difference in the lateral and vertical scales of the Figure 3.10 tracking data—the

(solid) orange arc follows the top of a sphere whose radius is the sum of the bead radius

and the tether length.

3.6 Thermal-noise imaging of tether compliance

Manipulation of the optical trap allows one to inspect biomolecular responses to

force steps and ramps. Whenever the trap is not perfectly aligned above a tether’s pivot

point on the substrate (Figure 3.11), vertical distance information alone is not sufficient

to characterize the biomolecule. The capability to track bead positions in 3D allows one

to recover the needed information easily. Yet due to random bead rotations, the shortest
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Figure 3.10: 3D-tracking examples of beads that were tethered to the substrate by

biomolecules. LEFT: For a flexible tether (here: a short ssDNA oligonucleotide), the spher-

ical cap of 3D positions appears filled. RIGHT: A hollow cap of 3D data is the signature

of a rigid biomolecular tether attached at a rigid angle to the bead (here: a construct of 5

spectrin repeats). The inset shows the x-z-projections of a central thin slice (∆y = 20 nm)

through the 3D data.
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distance between P and the bead surface does not necessarily coincide with the end-to-end

length of the tether, particularly at zero or low trapping forces. However, whenever the

net-pulling force exceeds the polymer force scale kBT/(segment length), it is safe to assume

that bead rotations are sufficiently suppressed, and that the distributions of pivot-to-bead

distances (e.g., inset in Figure 3.11) reflect fluctuations of the true tether length. (This is

discussed in the Brownian Dynamics simulation chapter 4, which follows.)

Figure 3.11: In addition to the 3D data of ssDNA in Figure 3.10 (no external force), the plot

includes the positions of the bead’s south pole for two non-zero trapping potentials that

stretched the ssDNA molecule to different end-to-end lengths. The center of the optical

trap was ∼ 1 µm above the substrate but not ideally aligned laterally with the pivot point

P . The inset presents a histogram of the shortest distance between P and the bead surface.

The width of the histogram indicates the compliance of the tether.

The gradual stretching of a ssDNA tether by repeated force ramps (Figure 3.12

left) revealed a progressive reduction in the magnitude of fluctuations of the tether’s end-to-

end length at larger extensions. This gives rise to a novel, “thermal-noise imaging” approach

to establish force-extension relations even if an independent force calibration is unavailable.

If the potential governing the residual motion of the confined (tethered and trapped) bead

is locally harmonic about equilibrium, its effective spring constant (double derivative of

the potential) at any given tether length is keff(d) = kBT/var(d). Here, var(d) is the

sliding window variance of the measured instantaneous pivot-to-bead distance d, calculated

relative to a sliding window average that had been computed in a previous first pass over

the data. Generally, keff is the sum of the stiffness of the optical trap and of the local spring

constant kp(d) of the polymer tether (including soft linker molecules). Assuming that kp
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is the dominating contribution to the sum, keff may be taken as a rough estimate for kp.

(From trap calibration measurements I have found that the trapping potential typically has

a curvature that is at least ten times smaller than from the tether confinement.) Then, the

force required to extend the tether from some initial length d0 to d is

f0 +

∫ d

d0

kp

(

d̃
)

dd̃ (3.1)

where f0 is the holding force at a length of d0. Carrying out the integration by direct

evaluation of the area under the noisy kp (d) curve (combining data from multiple pulling

trajectories) gives the mean force f̄ (d) as a function of the tether length (Figure 3.12 right).

A second integration would yield the underlying potential of mean force.

This application demonstrates the potential of the system for extracting material

and structural properties of small single-molecules by analyzing near-equilibrium thermal-

noise fluctuations in the presence of a stable, slowly varying (effectively adiabatic) external

potential.
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Figure 3.12: LEFT: Linear up/down ramps in laser power produced continuous changes of

the pivot-to-bead-distance (≈ tether length d) for a ssDNA-tethered bead. The first cycle

is enlarged (bottom). Superimposed is the sliding average of d (solid line) ± the sliding

standard deviation (dashed lines). RIGHT: Force-extension curve for the short ssDNA

tether in the left panel. The mean force was extracted directly from the near-equilibrium

fluctuations of the tether length. High-density data symbols appear as a thick line. The

superimposed fit was obtained by modeling the inverse data as d (f) = L (coth t− 1/t) +

(f − f0)/kS , where t ≡ b (f − f0)/(kBT ) for a freely-jointed chain, and an elastic term

(spring constant kS) accounts for substrate compliance. L and b are the polymer’s contour

length and segment length, respectively. The fit gave b ≈ 1.7 nm, in good agreement with

literature values for single-stranded DNA [68].



Chapter 4

Brownian Dynamics, simulation

and inversion

This chapter on Brownian Dynamics consists of two distinct sections. In the first

half of the chapter, a Brownian Dynamics simulation designed to model the experiment is

described. Examples are presented which investigate the rotational diffusion of a bead, the

effect of bead rotations on the measured tether length, and the dynamics of bond formation

between a functionalized bead and a reactive substrate. The second half of the chapter

focuses on the Brownian Dynamics inverse problem—recovering the underlying potential

of mean force from the measured trajectory of a fluctuating particle. A novel and practical

approach for accomplishing this is presented, which yields not only the potential, but also

the position-dependent diffusion coefficient from the particle trajectory. Next, this “Inverse

Brownian Dynamics” technique is verified with both simulated and experimentally measured

data.

4.1 Modelling the Experiment: A Multi-scale Brownian Dy-

namics Simulation

To deduce single-molecule kinetics from careful analysis of bead-motion data, a

detailed understanding of the dynamics of this system is essential. Thus, I have developed

a multi-scale Brownian Dynamics simulation of a functionalized bead suspended in water

near a reactive substrate. The model takes into account the detailed hydrodynamics of a

46
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spherical particle near a wall as well as microscopic elements of molecular structure and

chemical interaction.

4.1.1 Description of the model

Multi-dimensional Brownian dynamics algorithm

The stochastic bead displacements relative to the substrate are described by a

Brownian Dynamics algorithm that includes the relevant hydrodynamics effects, such as

the coupling of translational and rotational modes due to the proximity of a wall [22]. The

change in bead configuration within a discrete time step is based on an integration of the

Langevin equation at low Reynolds numbers [21]. Thus, inertial effects are neglected, and

the water surrounding the bead is treated as a continuous medium. The water interacts with

the bead via a drag force (or torque) that is proportional to the velocity (or angular velocity)

of the bead, as well as by imparting random thermal kicks that cause the bead to undergo

Brownian motion. Specifically, the change in the i-th component of position/orientation

during a time step ∆t is given by the formula:

∆ri =
∑

j

DijFj

kBT
∆t+

∑

j

∂Dij

∂rj
∆t+Ri (∆t) (4.1)

Dij is the 6×6 diffusion matrix, Fj is the generalized force consisting of 3 components of force

and 3 components of torque, and Ri (∆t) is a random displacement chosen from a Gaussian

distribution such that 〈Ri (∆t)Rj (∆t)〉 = 2Dij∆t. As always, T is the temperature and

kB is the Boltzmann constant.

The matrix D is related to the grand mobility matrix M by the Einstein equation,

D/kBT = M. M is the inverse of the multidimensional friction coefficient, i.e., of the matrix

of proportionality constants between drag force and velocity components. The mobility

matrix M can be computed from the Navier-Stokes equations of fluid dynamics. For a sphere

near a wall, it is a height-dependent 6 × 6 matrix that couples rotations and translations

of the bead. The simulation uses the analytic approximation developed by Perkins and

Jones [54] that agrees well with the classic asymptotic formulae in their respective regimes,

and that lies within 1% of all calculated, exact numerical results [33]. The predicted height

dependence of the diffusion coefficient for motion parallel to the plane is presented in Figure

4.1.
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Figure 4.1: Dimensionless lateral diffusion coefficient for motion of a sphere of radius R at

a distance h from a wall in a fluid with viscosity η. The graph compares exact numerical

solutions (symbols [33]) with asymptotic formulae (dashed line and dotted line [33]) and

with the approximation (solid line [54]) that is used by the simulation.

In the model, forces on the bead can include the ever-present non-specific in-

teractions between bead and substrate described by the classical DLVO theory (screened

electrostatic repulsion and van der Waals attraction [40]), plus a steric repulsion arising

from the polymers at the surface. Added to this is the gravitational force acting on the

bead, and the optical forces due to the single-beam gradient laser trap. In the simulation,

these forces can be chosen to match the experiment.

Receptor-ligand interactions

To incorporate specific chemical interactions, I take advantage of the large separa-

tion in time scales between the dynamics of receptor/ligand groups and the motion of the

bead. In the diffusive time scale of the bead, the position of each reactive molecular site

is rapidly changing, and is modelled by an effective probability density. As the active sites

are attached to the surface by polymer linkers, the shape of this probability distribution is

assumed to be hemispherical (cf. Figure 4.2). These active sites are placed randomly on

the surface at a density chosen to match the experimental conditions.

Whenever the probability domes of two complementary molecules overlap, the

simulation creates a bond with a probability that is proportional to the joint probability
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density integrated over the volume of overlap. The proportionality constant is the length of

the discrete time step multiplied by an effective on rate for this nanoscale reaction volume.

For a simple model that assumes a constant probability density within each hemisphere,

the probability of forming a bond between two reactive molecules during an infinitesimal

time interval δt is

P (δt) = kon[A][B]Voverlapδt (4.2)

where kon is the effective on rate, [A] and [B] are effective concentrations of the two reactive

species within the hemispheres (equal to 1/Vhemisphere, where Vhemisphere is the volume of

the hemisphere), and Voverlap is the overlap volume of the two probability domes. For finite

time steps ∆t, this formula extrapolates to

P (∆t) = 1 − exp
(

−konVoverlap∆t/V
2
hemisphere

)

(4.3)

provided that a bond that forms within this time does not break before the end of the time

interval.

Figure 4.2: Illustration of the probability clouds of reactive sites in the multi-scale Brow-

nian Dynamics simulation. Surface-linked test molecules are described by hemispherical

probability domes (inset).

Kinetic events, such as bond breakage, are simulated by a model of the force-

dependent off rate, taking into account the instantaneous stresses exerted by the bead

dynamics. For a simple barrier, for example, the probability of bond failure per unit time is

modeled by a characteristic off rate multiplied by the exponential of the change in barrier

height due to force.
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Bead tethers are modelled using standard polymer force extension curves. I cur-

rently use freely-jointed chain (FJC) or worm-like chain (WLC) models depending upon the

molecule I am describing. Interpolation formulas for the force-extension curves are typically

used for simplicity. Internal transitions, such as unfolding and refolding, are described most

simply as two-state single-barrier transitions between two different tether contour lengths.

More complex models can easily be incorporated to reflect the molecule under investigation.

4.1.2 Some details on the simulation code

The multi-scale Brownian Dynamics simulation is written in Fortran 90. The

specific variant is Compaq (formerly Digital) Visual Fortran with the Compaq Extended

Math Library (CXML) for Intel Windows PCs. The LAPACK linear algebra package and

the Gaussian distributed random number generator gasdev_v from Numerical Recipes are

used to determine the appropriate Brownian moves of the bead. Ran1 from Numerical

Recipes is used to generate random numbers to determine stochastic molecular interactions.

More specifically, to generate each random move of the bead, the eigenvalues

and orthonormal eigenvectors of the real symmetric mobility matrix are calculated, then

Gaussian distributed random displacements are generated along the “decoupled directions”

(eigenvectors) with the width of the distribution set by the corresponding mobility eigenval-

ues. The angular displacements in each time step are converted to a mean angular velocity

which is used to generate the appropriate rotation matrix for the bead.

In order to reduce the computational load of checking the interactions between

all possible pairs of reactive molecules, a number of optimizations are introduced. The

following strategies for speeding up the calculation of bond-formation all take advantage

of the finite interaction range of the hemispherical probability densities used in the model.

First, molecular interactions are only considered when the bead is low enough for the reactive

domes to overlap. Second, only reactive molecules on the bottom of the bead are examined

in each time step. This is implemented by a lookup table that is updated each time the

bead’s orientation changes by more than a specified angle. While looping over the reactive

sites on the bottom of the bead, only those that are low enough to interact are examined

for pairwise interactions with reactive sites on the substrate. Finally, the decoration of

the substrate with reactive groups is periodic, and the unit cell is divided into many small

zones. For each bead reactive site, the zones that are close enough to interact are identified,
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and only the substrate reactive sites within these zones are considered. While the running

time of the simulation clearly depends upon the selected parameters, with typical settings

and a time step of about one microsecond, on a Pentium 4 computer the simulation runs

for about one minute for each second simulated.

4.1.3 Testing and examples

Linear and rotational diffusion

In order to verify that the code models the bulk diffusion of the bead properly,

a number of simulations were performed. First, I examined linear diffusions, and found

that the variance of lateral displacement grows linearly in time as expected, and as in the

experimental data (Figure 3.2). Consistently, the effective diffusion coefficient was equal to

the weighted average of the height-dependent diffusion coefficient determined from the time

spent by the bead at each height.

To test rotational diffusion, I computed angular autocorrelations for a bead that

was free to rotate but not translate. The results for vectors initially aligned with the

laboratory axes (x, y and z) are presented in Figure 4.3. Exponential decay was observed, as

expected. The decay times showed good quantitative agreement with theoretical predictions

[74].

Bond formation dynamics

In this example, I tested the bond formation algorithm and explored how the

simulation could be used to analyze molecular on-rates from bead-substrate experiments.

For simplicity of computation and analysis, I used a uniform probability density within each

reactive hemisphere. Additionally, as I was primarily interested in bond formation, I used a

very simple model of bond breakage—the bond between two reactive sites breaks whenever

their hemispherical probability densities no longer overlap. Finally, bonds did not exert

mechanical stresses on the bead (the influence of a tether is explored in the next example,

subsection 4.1.3).

The following parameter values were used in this model simulation: bead ra-

dius = 2.5 µm, active site radius = 7 nm, bead active site density (fraction of the bead

area covered by hemispheres) = 0.61, substrate active site density = 0.077, on-rate kon =

106 nm3/s. The observed results are presented in Figures 4.4 through 4.6.
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Figure 4.3: Angular autocorrelations of bead diffusion in the Brownian dynamics simulation.

Three curves are shown for vectors initially aligned with the laboratory axes (x, y and z).

Non-linear fits for exponential decay are presented (red lines), showing good quantitative

agreement with theoretical predictions [74]

The Brownian motion of the bead causes the effective reaction volume to fluctuate

in time, as shown in Figure 4.4(top). This figure also shows (bottom) the time evolution

of the number of reactive pairs that are close enough to potentially form bonds. Due to

the low density of reactive sites on the substrate, this number is quite small (< 10 within

this Figure)—drastically lower than the number of potentially interacting pairs in a typical

solution reaction. Figure 4.5 shows the actual number of bonds formed between molecules

on the bead and substrate on an expanded time scale. Depending on their dynamic strength,

experimentally observed bonds lifetimes could be considerably longer than in this simulation

(e.g. minutes or hours). Due to the low density on the substrate there are rarely multiple

bonds. When comparing this graph with Figure 4.4, also note the consistent correlations

between times of greater overlap and the formation of bonds (e.g. around 5ms and 40 ms).

I also considered what aspects of bond formation dynamics could be inferred from

the bulk motion of the bead—the only information obtainable from the optical tweezers

experiment. As demonstrated in Chapter 3, the formation of bonds between molecules

tether to the bead and the substrate can be observed by changes in the Brownian motion

of the bead. Thus, I analyzed the times between the formation of bonds between the bead
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Figure 4.4: TOP: Overlap volume between reactive sites on the bead and substrate. BOT-

TOM: Corresponding number of interacting reactive pairs.
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Figure 4.5: Number of intermolecular bonds between the bead and the substrate as a

function of time. Note the expanded time scale compared to Figure 4.4.
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and the substrate, since this is an observable. This is presented in Figure 4.6. In between

attachments to the substrate, the bead is free of bonds for a period of time. The bottom of

this figure shows a histogram of these bond-free time periods. The normalized, integral of

the distribution is plotted above,

P (t) =
N(t)

Ntotal
(4.4)

where N(t) is the number of periods that last for less than time t, and Ntotal is the total

number of time periods. This corresponds to the probability of forming a bond by time t,

given that the bead broke its last bond at t = 0. A fit to exponential approach is performed,

yielding a decay time of 4.52(8) ms. The “mean field” expected decay time calculated with

a constant overlap volume equal to the time-averaged overlap volume is

τ〈V 〉 = 1/(kon[A][B]〈Voverlap〉) (4.5)

(compare with equation 4.3). Note that in this simulation [A] = [B] = 1/(volume of reactive dome).

This approximation gives an answer which is numerically close to the non-linear fit τ〈V 〉 =

4.9 ms However, it is clear from the graph that the exponential approach function does not

match the simulated values perfectly, with a better fit perhaps requiring a stretched expo-

nential form. The simplest analytical model does not take into account the large fluctuations

in the overlap volume, nor does it separate out the parameters kon and Voverlap. A more

detailed model would be required to extract this information. Correlations between bead

position and bonding rates could also be analyzed, and investigated with this simulation.

Effect of bead rotations on tether length

This example addresses the question: To what extent can one extract true end-

to-end lengths of tethered biomolecules from the 3D positions of the bead? Due to bead

rotations, the true end-to-end length (dtrue) of a tether may differ from the observable

distance between the bead surface and its pivot point (dmin). (The pivot point is where the

tether is attached to the planar substrate.) Parameters relevant to the experiments were

investigated. Figure 4.7 shows a simulation of a 1.5 µm (radius) bead tethered by by a

flexible freely-jointed chain (FJC) with a contour length of 50 nm and a segment length of

1 nm (i.e. N = 50, b = 1 nm; force scale of ∼ 4 pN). The difference in different tether

length measures are further illustrated in Figure 4.8. The simulations indicate that when

the tether is stressed above the polymer force scale kBT/b (where b is the segment length),
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Figure 4.6: TOP: Observed probability of forming an intermolecular bond as a function

of the time since the bead became unbonded from the substrate. A non-linear fit to an

exponential approach model is superimposed, as well as the expected probability for a

constant reaction volume equal to the mean reaction volume. BOTTOM: Histogram of

time periods when the bead is free of bonds to the substrate.
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dmin is a good approximation of dtrue. Under stress the increased torque exerted by the

tether reduces the angular fluctuations. It was also observed that as long as the trap is

well-centered above the point of tether attachment, the bead height is a good estimator of

the observable bead-to-tether-point distance, dmin. For example, for a 100 nm long FJC

chain tether with b = 1 nm, the difference between the height and dmin is typically less than

1 nm above the polymer force scale kBT/b = 4.1 pN.

Figure 4.7: Results of a Brownian Dynamics simulation of a bead that is tethered to a

surface by a highly flexible polymer (freely-jointed chain, 50 segments each 1 nm long, used

interpolation formula). Unlike observed with spectrin, the spherical cap of bead positions

(trap off, left) is filled. The histograms on the right compare the observable distance (from

the tether pivot point to the bead surface) with the true end-to-end distance of the polymer

which cannot be measured directly. Due to bead rotations, the pivot-to-bead distance

significantly underestimates the end-to-end distance in the absence of force. However, a

small pulling force (here, ∼ 10 pN) diminishes the beads rotational freedom enough to

make the distributions of the two measures almost indistinguishable.
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Figure 4.8: Comparison of different tether length measures from a Brownian Dynamics

simulation of a tethered bead. The flexible tether was a freely-jointed chain composed of

100 segments, each 1 nm in length (i.e. N = 100, b = 1 nm). The bead radius was 1.5 µm.

The difference between the true end-to-end length (dtrue) and the observable minimum

tether length ( dmin, the minimum distance between the surface of the bead and the tether

point) as a function of the tether tension is plotted in black. The difference between dmin and

the bead height h is plotted in blue. The lengths are scaled by the theoretical tension-free

root-mean-squared end-to-end length
√
Nb. Tension is scaled by the force scale kBT/b = 4.1

pN. The differences between tether length measures diminishes rapidly as the scaled tension

approaches 1.
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4.2 Inverse Brownian Dynamics

In this section, a practical approach is presented for reconstructing a static po-

tential of mean force and the position dependent mobility of a particle from its Brownian

fluctuations. The information is gleaned from repeated position measurements by invert-

ing a linearized version of the overdamped Langevin equation of motion. The algorithm is

tested with data from the Brownian Dynamics simulation, as well as with experimental data

taken with the optical tweezers system. This technique can be applied to non-equilibrium

measurements, and is model-free in the sense that it makes no assumptions about the un-

derlying potential. The primary requirement is that the particle motion be described by

overdamped Langevin dynamics.

4.2.1 The Inverse Brownian Dynamics Algorithm

The basic idea of the Langevin approach is to add a suitably chosen random force

term to the deterministic macroscopic equations of motion (e.g. Newton’s second law)[75].

For example, for a particle diffusing in a fluid in an external potential, this gives

m
d2z

dt2
= −γdz

dt
+ Fz + δFz (4.6)

where z is the position (height), γ is the damping/friction factor, δFz is a random force

due to collisions with the surround fluid (after subtracting off the damping term, see [75]),

and Fz is the deterministic force due to the external potential (i.e. the force that does not

arise from collisions with fluid molecules). At low Reynolds number, this equation can be

integrated to yield an overdamped Langevin equation with no inertial term. Discretizing the

equation by integrating it over a small time step gives the Brownian Dynamics displacement

algorithm of equation 4.1, restated here for the height (i = 3 component):

∆z =
DzzFz

kBT
∆t+

∂Dzz

∂z
∆t+Rz (∆t) (4.7)

where z ≡ r3, and the other variables are as defined in equation 4.1. Also recall that by the

Einstein equation, the mobility along the z-axis 1/γ is equal to Dzz/(kBT ).

We are interested in finding the potential of mean force from the time-series data of

a measured trajectory, which is the inverse of the problem solved by equation 4.7. Yet this

equation can be manipulated in a useful way. First, we express the random displacement

in terms of the random force δFz, defined by Rz(∆t) ≡ DzzδFz∆t/(kBT ). Then with this
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substitution, equation 4.7 can be rearranged to give the effective force on the particle for

each time interval:

F eff
z ≡ Fz + δFz =

kBT

Dzz

∆z

∆t
− kBT

Dzz

∂Dzz

∂z
(4.8)

where Dzz and its derivative are evaluated at the initial height of the particle within that

interval. The effective force F eff
z on the particle is simply the mean velocity of the particle

divided by its mobility (Dzz/(kBT )), with a correction term if Dzz is position dependent.

Furthermore, this effective force is the sum of a deterministic force Fz plus a random force

δFz that models the Brownian excitations. The deterministic force could then be found

by averaging the effective force at each height, since the random force averages to zero

when the forward equation 4.7 is a good description of the dynamics. The desired potential

of mean force is minus the integral of the deterministic force field Fz(z). By making a

scatter plot of the effective force F eff
z as a function of height z, a “noisy” version of Fz(z)

is obtained. The underlying potential of mean force can then revealed by integrating the

effective force with respect to the bead height, which simultaneously removes the noise.

Practically speaking, this is accomplished as follows: the particle is measured at regular

time intervals ∆t yielding the time series data {zi}; the effective force on the particle is

calculated from ∆zi = zi+1 − zi for each time interval using equation 4.8; this aggregate

data is ordered by the initial particle height zi for each time interval (disregarding the time

ordering of the data), which facilitates a numerical integration of the effective force as a

function of height (using, for example, the trapezoid algorithm). I call this the Inverse

Brownian Dynamics approach.

This algorithm can be used even in the presence of a known, rapidly changing

external field. For the effective force within each time interval, the known force due to

the external field need simply be subtracted off before averaging or integrating to reveal

the underlying potential. In general, the assumptions for applicability of this algorithm

are the same as for the standard forward Brownian Dynamics algorithm. For example, the

time step ∆t must be small enough that the potential of mean force governing the particle

motion over this time period is effectively linear, but larger than the correlation time of the

Brownian impulses from the aqueous environment. Additionally, a linear approximation to

the diffusion coefficient Dzz(z) should also be valid over this time interval.

If the (possibly position-dependent) diffusion coefficient of the particle is not known

a priori, it can be also be determined from the particle fluctuations. This is done in two
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steps, as in the sliding window variance described in section 3.6. First, the average change

in height as a function of initial height, ∆z(zi), is determined by sorting the displacement

data by the initial height then performing a windowed average. Next, ψ(zi) = (∆zi −
∆z(zi))

2/(2∆t) is calculated for each time interval (with interpolation of ∆z(zi) performed

if necessary). Finally, Dzz(zi) is determined by ordering ψ(zi) as a function of zi and

performing a windowed average.

4.2.2 Comparison to simulation

I have used the Brownian Dynamics simulation to generate data for the testing

of the inverse algorithm. This allows the result to be compared against a known potential,

and known position-dependent mobility. In the figures presented in this subsection, the

simulation was of a harmonically confined bead above a flat plane as in the experiment.

The presence of the wall causes a height dependence in the mobility/diffusion coefficient. An

analytical approximation for the mobility was for the Inverse Brownian Dynamics analysis

(and for comparison to the simulation) that was good to one part in 2000 [15]. (Note

that this approximation is distinct from the one used in the simulation, but the numerical

difference is negligible in this study.) I found that accurate measurement of the diffusion

coefficient required a sampling time greater than diffusive relaxation time within the trap.

On the other hand, if the mobility was known and used in the analysis, the potential of

mean force could be accurately reconstructed with a much lower data acquisition rate.

4.2.3 Comparison to optical trap data

In this subsection I use the Inverse Brownian Dynamics algorithm to analyze data

from taken with the optical tweezers system. I measure the bead-substrate and optical trap

potentials using the dynamics of the bead, and compare this to measurements made from

equilibrium statistics (using the Boltzmann in the standard way). As the data acquisition

rate of the system is limited, I use the analytic approximation formula described above for

the height-dependent diffusion coefficient [15].

The Inverse Brownian Dynamics process is illustrated in the following series of

figures. Figure 4.10 shows the height of the bead over a sample time window as the optical

potential is turned on and off at regular intervals with a high-speed shutter. At a frame

rate of over 200 times per second, the bead trajectory can be clearly observed as the bead
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Figure 4.9: Application of Inverse Brownian Dynamics to simulated data. Sampling rate =

10 kHz, spring constant = 0.002 pN/nm, bead radius = 1.5 µm. LEFT: Height dependent

mobility of the bead as determined using the Inverse Brownian Dynamics algorithm. The

expected mobility is superimposed in blue, showing good agreement. RIGHT: The potential

of mean force of the simulated bead as determined using the Inverse Brownian Dynamics

algorithm with the analytical expected mobility. The simulation potential is superimposed

in blue, showing good agreement.
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jumps into the laser trap, then subsequently falls back to the substrate when the trap is

turned off. For each time step within this trajectory, the effective force on the bead can

be determined by inverting the Brownian dynamics algorithm as described in the previous

subsection, i.e. equation 4.8.
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Figure 4.10: Trajectory of bead as the laser trap is turned on and off.

The next figure (4.11) illustrates the effective force at each height, after combining

the data from approximately 35 periods of turning the trap off and on. A sliding window

average is superimposed. The raw effective force data is numerically integrated (using the

trapezoid rule) to reveal the potentials of mean force presented in Figure 4.12. Superimposed

are the apparent free energy profiles determined from the Boltzmann weighted equilibrium

statistics as described in subsection 3.1.2. As the Inverse Brownian Dynamics velocity-

based algorithm is not restricted to probing the energy landscape near equilibrium, it is

able to explore the landscape over a large range of kBT in energy. While this technique

is less robust than the equilibrium approach due to uncertainties in the hydrodynamics

(e.g. the hydrodynamic wall is not necessarily in the same location as the optical interface,

particularly for functionalized surfaces) this may be corrected for by fitting to the near

equilibrium profiles. Also note that the mode of operation described here represents a

non-adiabatic “force jump” ensemble that could also be used to determine the life-times of

chemical bonds.
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Figure 4.11: Effective force on bead as a function of height. LEFT: No trapping potential;

sliding window average superimposed in blue. RIGHT: In the presence of the laser trap;

sliding window average superimposed in red.
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Figure 4.12: Potential of mean force on the bead as determined by Inverse Brownian

Dynamics. The equilibrium free energy measured by the Boltzmann weight of the measured

data is superimposed in red showing good agreement near equilibrium. LEFT: with no

trapping potential, and RIGHT: in the presence of the laser trap.
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4.2.4 Concluding discussion

I have presented a practical new technique for reconstructing the potential of

mean force and position dependent mobility of a particle, and validated it using computer

simulations. I have also shown its real word usefulness with experimental data taken with

optical tweezers.

The algorithm is not perfect, as it may require a fairly high frame rate in order to

properly measure the diffusion coefficient. For a landscape with a given local curvature, the

time between samples must be shorted than the diffusive relaxation time of the particle in

this locally harmonic potential. Thus, to properly explore sharp features in the landscape

very high acquisition rates may be needed . Errors in the potential of mean force grow

with the square root of the distance integrated, as summing up the thermal noise can be

considered a random walk. Fortunately, as the density of data points increases, the error

decreases with the square root of the number of samples (N) (since the error goes as
√
N ,

but the average size of the integration step goes as 1/N).

The Inverse Brownian Dynamics algorithm could be extended to second order in

order to take into account the curvature of the underlying potential. Another possibility

would be to extrapolate information from larger steps in the time series data (similar in spirit

to the Richardson extrapolation method). These modifications could give more accurate

results at a given frame rate. Additionally, as will be explored in chapter 5, the algorithm

should include the finite integration time of real world instruments, an effect not considered

in the previous examples.

Nonetheless, this method is useful even as it stands, as demonstrated by the ex-

perimental example in which the potential of mean force was obtained from a highly non-

equilibrium measurements (a nearly instantaneous change in the potential). This technique

can also be applied to situations beyond measurements made with force probes (e.g fluores-

cence techniques), provided time-series data at a sufficiently high frame rate is available.



Chapter 5

Motion blur trap calibration:

The effect of integration time on

fluctuation measurements

5.1 Abstract

1Dynamical instrument limitations, such as finite detection bandwidth, do not sim-

ply add statistical errors to fluctuation measurements, but can create significant systematic

biases that affect the measurement of steady-state properties. In this article, we quan-

tify the effect of time-averaging on video-imaged fluctuations of a harmonically confined

Brownian particle, and present a novel method for extracting the true spring constant and

diffusion coefficient by varying either the camera shutter speed or the confinement strength.

These results are confirmed both numerically with a Brownian dynamics simulation, and

experimentally with laser optical tweezers. We also describe practical requirements for prop-

erly calibrating an optical trap using the blur-corrected equipartition analysis and power

spectrum methods.

1This chapter has appeared as reference [79], “W.P. Wong and K. Halvorsen. The effect of integration
time on fluctuation measurements: calibrating an optical trap in the presence of motion blur. Arxiv preprint
physics/0607156, 2006. (Submitted to Optics Express).” Both authors contributed to the writing and
calculations; K. Halvorsen performed the experiment; W. P. Wong performed the simulation.

66
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5.2 Introduction

Investigations of micro- to nano-scale phenomena at finite temperature (e.g. single-

molecule measurements, microrheology) require a detailed treatment of the Brownian fluc-

tuations that mediate weak interactions and kinetics [72, 48, 25, 16]. Experimental quan-

tification of such fluctuations are affected by instrument limitations, which can introduce

errors in surprising ways. Dynamical limitations, such as finite detection bandwidth, do

not simply add statistical errors to fluctuation measurements, but can create significant

systematic biases that affect the measurement of steady-state properties such as fluctuation

amplitudes and probability densities (e.g. position histograms).

Image blur, which is a common problem when imaging fast moving objects, results

from time-averaging a signal over a finite integration time. This problem is especially impor-

tant in the measurement of Brownian fluctuations, where even fast detection methods can

have long integration times with respect to the relevant time scale, as we will demonstrate

in this paper. Thus, instrument bandwidth limitations depend not only on the sample rate,

but also critically on the integration time of the detector, which determines the extent of

motion blur.

The effects of motion blur are relevant for a variety of fluctuation-based measure-

ment techniques, including the measurement of forces with magnetic tweezers using lateral

fluctuations [70], and microrheology measurements based on the video-tracking of small

particles [14]. However, in this work we focus on the calibration of an optical trap by ana-

lyzing confined Brownian motion [31, 71, 32, 29, 7]. While the issue of video-image blur has

recently emerged in the microrheology literature [61], discussion has been notably absent

in the area of ultra-sensitive force-probes, despite the significant effect that it can have on

quantitative measurements.

In this paper we quantify the role of integration time on the measurement of

Brownian fluctuations in a harmonic potential. First, in section (5.3) we calculate how the

measured variance of the position of a harmonically trapped Brownian particle depends

on the integration time of the detection apparatus, the diffusion coefficient of the bead

and the trap stiffness. Next, we compare this relationship with both simulated data and

experimental data using an optical trap. Results from the Brownian dynamics simulation

are presented in section (5.4), and the experimental verification appears in section (5.5).

We also offer some practical implications of this work, including a new prescription for
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calibrating an optical trap that corrects and extends both the commonly used equipartition

and power spectrum methods to accurately measure the spring constant. Furthermore, we

show that analysis of motion blur can provide valuable information about the dynamics of

bead motion, enabling the determination of the diffusion coefficient by varying either the

shutter speed or the confinement strength. This discussion is presented in section (5.6), and

is followed by the conclusion and appendices.

5.3 Calculation of the measured variance of a harmonically

trapped Brownian particle

Detection systems, such as video cameras and photodiodes, do not measure the

instantaneous position of a particle. Rather, the measured position Xm is an average of the

true position X taken over a finite time interval, which we call the integration time W . In

the simplest model,

Xm(t) =
1

W

∫ t

t−W
X(t′)dt′ (5.1)

where both the measured and true positions of the particle have been expressed as functions

of time t. More complex situations can be treated by multiplying X(t′) by an instrument-

dependent function within the integral, i.e. by using a non-rectangular integration kernel.

We consider the case of a particle undergoing Brownian motion within a harmonic

potential, U(x) = 1
2kx

2. In equilibrium, we expect the probability density of the particle

position to be established by the Boltzmann weight exp(−U(x)/kBT ), where kB is the

Boltzmann constant and T is the absolute temperature:

ρX(x) =
1

√

2πkBT/k
exp

(

− kx2

2kBT

)

(5.2)

The variance of the position should then satisfy the equipartition theorem,

var(X) ≡
〈

X2
〉

− 〈X〉2 =
kBT

k
(5.3)

However, these equations do not hold for the measured position Xm. In particular, image

blur introduces a systematic bias in the measured variance,

var(Xm) ≤ var(X) (5.4)

In the following subsections, we calculate precisely how the measured variance

depends upon the spring constant k, the diffusion coefficient of the particle D, and the
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integration time of the imaging device W . This calculation is performed in two different

ways: (5.3.1) a frequency-space calculation that convolves the true particle trajectory with

the appropriate moving-average filter, and (5.3.3) a real-space calculation using Green’s

functions. An expression for the modified power spectrum of the harmonically confined

bead that accounts for the effects of filtering and aliasing is included in the frequency-space

calculation (see subsection (5.3.2))

5.3.1 Frequency-space calculation

The measured trajectory of a particle in the presence of image blur Xm(t) can be

calculated by convolving the true trajectory X(t) with a rectangular function,

Xm(t) = X(t) ∗H(t) ≡
∫

X(t′)H(t− t′)dt′ (5.5)

where H(t) is defined by:

H(t) =







1
W 0 < t ≤W

0 elsewhere
(5.6)

The integral is taken over the full range of values (i.e. t′ is integrated from −∞ to +∞),

which is our convention whenever limits are not explicitly written. The width of the rect-

angle W is simply the integration time as previously defined. This convolution acts as an

ideal moving average filter in time, and is consistent with the integral expression for Xm(t)

given in Eq. (5.1).

Taking the power spectrum of Eq. (5.5) yields:

Pm(ω) ≡
∣

∣

∣
X̃m(ω)

∣

∣

∣

2
=
∣

∣

∣
X̃(ω)

∣

∣

∣

2 ∣
∣

∣
H̃(ω)

∣

∣

∣

2
(5.7)

Where the Fourier transform is denoted by a tilde, e.g. X̃(ω) =
∫

X(t) exp(iωt)dt , and ω

is the frequency in radians/second. The theoretical power spectrum P (ω) is given by:

P (ω) ≡
∣

∣

∣
X̃(ω)

∣

∣

∣

2
=

2γkBT

γ2ω2 + k2
(5.8)

where γ is the friction factor of the particle, and is related to the diffusion coefficient by

the Einstein relation γ = kBT/D. This power spectrum has been well-described previously

[71, 76, 32], and is derived in section (5.3.3).

The power spectrum of the moving average filter can be expressed as a squared

sinc function:
∣

∣

∣
H̃(ω)

∣

∣

∣

2
=

(

sin(ωW/2)

ωW/2

)2

(5.9)
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Using Parseval’s Theorem and integrating the power spectrum P (ω) yields the

true variance of X(t),

var(X) =
1

2π

∫

P (ω)dω =
kBT

k
(5.10)

which is in agreement with the equipartition theorem. Similarly, we calculate the mea-

sured variance var(Xm) as a function of the exposure time W and the friction factor γ by

integrating the power spectrum of the measured position (Eq. (5.7)):

var(Xm) =
1

2π

∫

Pm(ω)dω (5.11)

=
2kBT

k

(

τ

W
− τ2

W 2
(1 − exp(−W/τ))

)

(5.12)

where τ = γ/k, the trap relaxation time. Writing this formula in terms of the dimensionless

exposure time,

α ≡ W

τ
(5.13)

and the variance of the true bead position var(X) = kBT/k yields:

var(Xm) = var(X)S(α) (5.14)

where S(α) is the image blur correction function:

S(α) =
2

α
− 2

α2
(1 − exp(−α)) (5.15)

5.3.2 Blur-corrected filtered power spectrum

Often, trap calibration is performed by fitting the power spectrum of a confined

particle. Here we provide a modification to the standard functional form P (ω) that accounts

for both exposure time effects and aliasing. Combining expressions 5.7, 5.8 and 5.9, we can

see the effect of exposure time on the measured power spectrum:

Pm(ω) =
2γkBT

γ2ω2 + k2

(

sin(ωW/2)

ωW/2

)2

(5.16)

Additionally, the effect of aliasing can be accounted for:

Paliased =
+∞
∑

n=−∞

Pm(ω + nωs) (5.17)

=
+∞
∑

n=−∞

2γkBT

γ2(ω + nωs)2 + k2

(

sin((ω + nωs)W/2)

(ω + nωs)W/2

)2

(5.18)
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where ωs is the angular sampling frequency (i.e. the data acquisition rate times 2π). Aliasing

changes the shape of the power spectrum, so neglecting it when fitting can cause errors.

The sum in Eq. (5.18) can be calculated numerically and fit to experimental data. It is

typically sufficient to calculate only the first few terms.

It is important to note that aliasing does not affect our result for the measured

variance, Eq. (5.12). Aliasing shifts power into the wrong frequencies, but does not change

the integral of the power. Hence, var(Xm) is unchanged. A detailed discussion of power

spectrum calibration with an emphasis on photodiode detection systems is given in reference

[7].

5.3.3 Real-space calculation

Since a Brownian particle follows a random trajectory X(t), the measured position

Xm is a random function of the true position of the particle at the start of the integration

time, i.e.

Xm(x0) =
1

W

∫ W

0
X(t | x0)dt (5.19)

where X(t | x0) is the actual position of the bead at time t given that it is at position x0 at

time zero, and W is the integration time as defined previously. In other words, even with

knowledge of the initial particle position, it is not possible to predict what the measured

position will be. However, the distribution of Xm is well-defined, and one can determine its

moments.

The variance of the measured position is given by

var(Xm) ≡
〈

Xm(X)2
〉

− 〈Xm(X)〉2 (5.20)

Notice that to calculate the ensemble average 〈. . .〉, we must average over both the random

initial position X, and the measured position for a given initial position Xm(x). For the

harmonic potential U(x) = 1
2kx

2, 〈Xm(X)〉 = 0 by symmetry, so the variance reduces to

var(Xm) =

∫

ρX(x0)
〈

Xm(x0)
2
〉

dx0 (5.21)

where ρX(x0) is the probability density of the initial position, and the integral is taken

over all space (consistent with our previously stated convention). In equilibrium, ρX(x0) is

simply the Boltzmann distribution given in Eq. (5.2).
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Using Eq. (5.19), we express
〈

Xm(x0)
2
〉

as the double integral

〈

Xm(x0)
2
〉

=

〈

1

W 2

∫ W

0

∫ W

0
X(t1 | x0)X(t2 | x0) dt1 dt2

〉

(5.22)

=
2

W 2

∫ W

0

∫ t2

0
〈X(t1 | x0)X(t2 | x0)〉t2>t1

dt1 dt2 (5.23)

In the second step, the ensemble average is brought into the integral, and the averaging

condition t2 > t1 is added, which changes the limits of integration.

The time-ordered auto-correlation function 〈X(t1)X(t2)〉t2>t1
can be calculated

using the Green’s function of the diffusion equation for a harmonic potential, ρ (x, t | x0, t0).

The Green’s function represents the probability density for finding the particle at position

x at time t given that it is at x0 at time t0. It can be found by solving the diffusion equation

∂ρ

∂t
= D

∂2ρ

∂x2
+

D

kBT

∂ρ

∂x
kx+

D

kBT
ρk (5.24)

with the initial conditions ρ(x, t0) = δ(x− x0). The solution to this problem is well-known

[21, 76] and is given by:

ρ (x, t | x0, t0) =
1

√

2πkBTV (t− t0)/k
exp

(

−k (x− x0 exp(−(t− t0)/τ))
2

2kBTV (t− t0)

)

(5.25)

where we have defined the dimensionless function:

V (t) = 1 − exp(−2t/τ) (5.26)

As before τ = kBT/(kD) = γ/k. Notice that this is simply a spreading Gaussian dis-

tribution with the mean given by the deterministic (non-Brownian) position of a particle

connected to a spring in an overdamped environment, and with a variance that looks like

free diffusion at short time scales (i.e. initially increasing as 2D(t− t0)), but exponentially

approaching the equilibrium value of kBT/k on longer time scales.

The time-ordered auto-correlation function can be written as follows:

〈X(t1)X(t2)〉t2>t1
=

∫∫

x1x2ρ(x1, t1 | x0, 0)ρ(x2, t2 | x1, t1)dx1 dx2 (5.27)

Putting in the Green’s function of Eq. (5.25) and evaluating the integrals gives the result:

〈X(t1)X(t2)〉t2>t1
= x2

0 exp(−(t2 + t1)/τ) +
kBT V (t1)

k
exp(−(t2 − t1)/τ) (5.28)

where V (t) and τ are as defined above.
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Carrying out the double time integral in Eq. (5.22), followed by the integral over

the initial position x0 of Eq. (5.21) we obtain the final result for the measured variance:

var(Xm) =
2kBT

k

(

τ

W
− τ2

W 2
(1 − exp(−W/τ))

)

(5.29)

This reproduces the result of the frequency-space calculation presented in Eq. (5.12). The

ideal power spectrum can be obtained from the position auto-correlation function of Eq. (5.28).

We determine the long-time limit of the auto-correlation function by letting t1 ≫ τ , which

yields the simplified equation:

〈X(t1)X(t2)〉 =
kBT

k
exp(− |t2 − t1| /τ) (5.30)

Next, by taking the Fourier transform of this equation with respect to (t2 − t1) we obtain

the standard result of Eq. (5.8).

5.4 Numerical studies

To verify our analysis results numerically, we use a simple Brownian dynamics

simulation of a bead fluctuating in a harmonic potential. For each time step ∆t, the change

in the bead position ∆x is given by a discretization of the overdamped Langevin equation:

∆x =
D

kBT
fdet + δx(∆t) (5.31)

where δx(∆t) is a Gaussian random variable with 〈δx〉 = 0 and
〈

(δx)2
〉

= 2D∆t, and the

deterministic force fdet = −kx corresponds to a harmonic potential as in our calculation.

Motion blur is simulated by time-averaging the simulated bead positions over a finite in-

tegration time W . To minimize errors due to discretization, the simulation sampling time

is much smaller than both W and Γ/m. Fig. 5.1 (a) shows the simulation results for 3

different bead and spring constant settings as described in the figure caption. Agreement

with the image blur correction function S(α) of Eq. (5.15) is within the fractional standard

error of the variance, ∼
√

2/N [42]. We observe in Figure 5.1 (b) that the distribution of

measured positions is a Gaussian random variable with variance var(Xm) < kBT/k, and is

therefore fully characterized by the mean (trap center) and the measured variance calculated

in Eq. (5.12).
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Figure 5.1: (a) Brownian simulation results for measured variance as a function of exposure

time. Data has been rescaled and plotted alongside S(α), the image blur correction function

of Eq. (5.15), showing excellent agreement within the expected error. The step size of

the simulation is by 1µs, which is less than 0.01τ for all three simulations. The different

simulation settings are: (i) 1.6 µm bead radius, k = 0.05 pN/nm, τ = 0.537 ms, (ii) 0.4 µm

bead radius, k = 0.05 pN/nm, τ = 0.134 ms, (iii) (1.6 µm bead radius, k = 0.0125 pN/nm,

τ = 2.148 ms) (b) Histogram of measured positions for simulation run (c) for an exposure

time of 4 ms. It is a Gaussian distribution as expected [76]. The normal curve with the

predicted variance is superimposed showing excellent agreement. The expected distribution

for an ideal “blur-free” measurement system is superimposed as a dotted line.
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5.5 Experimental verification

5.5.1 Instrument description

The optical trap is formed by focusing 1064 nm near-IR laser light (Coherent

Compass 1064-4000M Nd:YVO4 laser) through a high numerical aperture oil immersion

objective (Zeiss Plan Neofluar 100x/1.3) into a closed, water filled chamber. Laser power

is varied with a liquid-crystal power controller (Brockton Electro-Optics). This optical

tweezers system is integrated into an inverted light microscope (Zeiss Axiovert S100).

The trapped bead is imaged with transmitted bright field illumination provided

by a 100 W halogen lamp (Zeiss HAL 100). The image is observed with a high-speed cooled

CCD camera with adjustable exposure time (Cooke high performance SensiCam) connected

to a computer running custom data acquisition software [36]. Each video frame is processed

in real-time to determine the position of the trapped bead. Fast one-dimensional position

detection is accomplished by analyzing the intensity profile of a single line passing through

the bead center. To increase the signal to noise ratio and the frame rate, the camera bins (i.e.

spatially integrates) several lines about the bead center (32 in this experiment) to form the

single line used in analysis. A third order polynomial is fit to the two minima corresponding

to the one-dimensional “edges” of the bead, giving sub-pixel position detection with a

measured accuracy of about 2 nm. This tracking error is represented by adding a constant

to Eq. (5.12). The final form then becomes:

var(Xm) =
2kBT

k

(

τ

W
− τ2

W 2
(1 − exp(−W/τ))

)

+ ε2 (5.32)

Where ε2 is the measured variance of a non-moving particle.

5.5.2 Experimental conditions

The sample chamber was prepared with pure water and polystyrene beads (Duke

Scientific certified size standards 4203A, 3.063 µm ± 0.027 µm). Experiments were per-

formed by holding a bead in the optical trap and varying the power and the exposure time.

The bead was held 30 µm from the closest surface, and the lamp intensity was varied with

exposure time to ensure a similar intensity profile for each test. For each test, both edges

of the bead in one dimension were recorded and averaged to estimate the center position.
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5.5.3 Experimental Results

The one-dimensional variance of a single bead in an optical trap was measured at

various laser powers and exposure times. Low frequency instrument drift was filtered out as

described in Appendix 5.A. For each power, measured variance vs. exposure time data was

fit with Eq. (5.32) to yield values for the spring constant k, friction factor γ, and instrument

error ε2. Error estimates in the variance were calculated from the standard error due to the

finite sample size, and variations due to vertical drift.

Error in the fitting parameters indicate that the best estimate for γ and ε2 occur

at the lowest and highest powers, respectively. These estimates both agree within 2% of

the error weighted average for all powers. For the nominal bead size, γ agrees with the

Stokes’ formula calculation to within 11%, indicating a slightly smaller bead or lower water

viscosity than expected. Additionally, the estimate of tracking error ε determined from the

fit compares favorably with the standard deviation in position of a stuck bead, differing by

about half a nanometer.

For a single bead with constant experimental conditions, γ and ε2 are expected

to remain essentially constant as the laser power is varied. While laser heating could cause

γ to decrease with increasing power, this effect should be small for the < 500 mW powers

used here [56, 13], so this effect was neglected.

Holding γ and ε2 constant for all powers, the raw data was re-fit with Eq. (5.32)

to yield k. The data for all 4 powers was error-corrected by subtracting ε2 and was rescaled

according to Eq. (5.14) and Eq. (5.15). This non-dimensionalized data is plotted alongside

the image blur correction function in Fig. 5.2, showing near-perfect quantitative agreement.

A plot of spring constant vs. dimensionless power is shown in Fig. 5.3, demonstrating the

discrepancy between the blur-corrected spring constant and näıve spring constant for differ-

ent integration times. Even for a modest spring constant of 0.03 pN/nm and a reasonably

fast exposure time of 1 ms, the expected error is roughly 50%. We also note that the

blur-corrected spring constant increases linearly with laser power as expected from optical-

trapping theory. Once confirmed for a given system, this linearity can be exploited to

determine not only the spring constant as a function of power but also the diffusion co-

efficient of the bead. This is discussed in subsection (5.6.3), and presented in Fig. 5.3.

When the data acquisition rate is sufficiently high relative to 1/τ = k/γ, it is
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Figure 5.2: Fractional variance (var(Xm)/var(X)) vs. dimensionless exposure time α = W/τ

for experimental optical trap data at 4 different powers. Overlaid on the data is the image

blur correction function S(α) given by Eq. (5.15).

feasible to calibrate the trap using the bead position power spectrum, allowing comparisons

to the previous results at low laser power. Power spectrum fitting with the blur-corrected

and aliased expression (Eq. (5.18)) at the lowest power yielded both a spring constant and

friction factor that agree with the blur-corrected equipartition values to within 1%. Fits

of the same data using the näıve expression (Eq. (5.8), not corrected for exposure time or

aliasing) provided slightly worse results, overestimating the spring constant by 3% and the

friction factor by 7%. (See Appendix 5.B for procedural details.)

For an additional check that does not rely on fluctuations, a purely mechanical test

was performed and compared with the corrected power spectrum fit. This test consisted of

a bead drop experiment to determine the bead radius and friction factor, and a trap recoil

experiment to determine the spring constant. The bead drop was performed by releasing a

bead and recording its average velocity over a known distance. The trap recoil experiment

was performed by measuring the exponential decay of the same bead as it returned to the

trap center after deviation in one dimension. This mechanical test agrees with the corrected

power spectrum fit to within 5% for the determination of both the spring constant and the

friction factor.
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Figure 5.3: Spring constant vs. power for a single bead in the optical trap. The näıve

equipartition measured spring constant with 1 ms and 2 ms exposure times (red triangles

and blue squares, respectively) is compared with the blur corrected spring constant (black

circles). The dashed blue and red lines going through the uncorrected data represent non-

linear fits to the blur model assuming a linear relationship between k and laser power, i.e.

k = cP , as discussed in subsection (5.6.3). The values obtained from these fits for c and γ

agree within error with the “black circle” values obtained by varying the exposure time.
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5.6 Discussion: Practical suggestions for calibrating an op-

tical trap

In this section, we present some practical techniques for measuring the spring

constant k and diffusion coefficient D of a harmonically confined Brownian particle. We

will assume that the temperature T is known. The approaches here are generic, and can

be used even if the confining potential is not an optical trap (e.g. beads embedded in a

gel, etc.) We will continue to treat the measured position as an unweighted time average

of the true position over the integration time W (Eq. (5.1)), which is consistent with the

experimental results for our detection system. In other situations, e.g. if the rise and fall

time are not negligible relative to the exposure time, these equations and ideas can be

readily generalized as noted in section (5.3).

5.6.1 Determining k from D and W .

If the diffusion coefficient D of the confined particle and the integration time W

of the instrument is known, the correct spring constant k can be directly obtained from

the measured variance var(Xm) by using equation 5.12. (When using this formula recall

that γ = kBT/D.) If the tracking error ε is significant, ε2 should first be subtracted from

the measured variance as in equation 5.32. While we cannot in general isolate k in this

transcendental equation, it can easily be found numerically by utilizing a standard root-

finding method. Alternatively, an approximate closed form solution for k is derived in

Appendix 5.C.

5.6.2 Determining k and D by varying W

Even if the data acquisition rate of the system is not fast enough to permit a

blur-corrected power spectrum fit (as described in Appendix 5.B), k and D can still be

determined by measuring the variance at different shutter speeds and fitting to the blur-

corrected variance function. This technique is demonstrated in the experimental results

section, and yields accurate measurements provided the integration time is not too much

larger than the trap relaxation time (α is not much larger than 1). Practically speaking,

this is a useful technique, as the maximum shutter speed of a camera is often much faster

than the maximum data acquisition speed (e.g. it is much easier to obtain a video camera
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with a 0.1 ms shutter speed than a camera with a frame rate of 10 kHz). Furthermore,

this approach for quantifying the power spectrum from the blur is quite general, and could

be used in other systems. As long as the form of the power spectrum is known, the model

parameters could be determined by measuring the total variance over a suitable spectrum

of shutter speeds.

5.6.3 Determining k and D by varying k

Other approaches are possible if the confinement of the particles can be varied in

a controlled way, i.e. by varying the laser power of the optical trap. If the spring constant

varies linearly with laser power, (which is typically true and was confirmed for our system

in subsection (5.5.3)), the first observation is that the spring constant only needs to be

measured at a single laser power, as it can be extrapolated to other laser powers. Typically

calibration should be done at a low power, as this usually increases the accuracy of both

the power spectrum fit and the blur correction technique.

Linearity between the spring constant and laser power can be further exploited

to determine both k and D by measuring the variance of a trapped bead at different laser

powers but with the same shutter speed. Such data can be fit to the blur model (equation

5.12) by introducing an additional fitting parameter c that relates the laser power P to

the spring constant, i.e. we make the substitution k = cP , and perform a non-linear

fit to var(Xm) vs. power data in order to determine c and D. (When using equation

5.12 recall that τ = kBT/(Dk)) Equivalently, we can express the näıve spring constant

km = kBT/var(Xm) as a function of c and P , and perform a fit to km vs. P data as shown

in Fig. 5.3 of the experimental results subsection (5.5.3), where the viability of this method

is demonstrated.

5.6.4 Design strategies for using the blur technique

When using these motion blur techniques to characterize the dynamics of confined

particles, we reiterate that it is the shutter speed and not the data acquisition speed that

limits the dynamic range of a measurement. Thus, even inexpensive cameras with fast

shutter speeds can make dynamical measurements without requiring the investment of a

fast video camera. Alternative methods for controlling the exposure time are the use of

optical shutters or strobe lights.
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5.7 Conclusions

We have derived and verified a relationship between the measured variance of

a harmonically confined particle and the integration time of the detection device. This

analysis yields a practical prescription for calibrating an optical trap that corrects and

extends both the standard equipartition and power spectrum methods. By measuring the

variance at different shutter speeds or different laser powers, the true spring constant can be

determined by application of the image blur correction function of Eq. (5.15). Additionally,

this provides a new technique for determining the diffusion coefficient of a confined particle

from time-averaged fluctuations.

The dramatic results from our experiment indicate that integration time of the

detection device cannot be overlooked, especially with video detection. Furthermore, we

have shown that image blur need not be a detriment if it is well understood, as it provides

useful information about the dynamics of the system being studied.

5.A Appendix: High-pass filtering in variance measurements

Calculation of the variance requires special attention, since low frequency noise

or drift can inflate the variance dramatically, causing an underestimation of the spring

constant. A high pass filter can be used to remove low frequency noise, but the use of any

ideal filter lowers the variance by neglecting the contribution from the removed frequencies

(note Eq. (5.10)).

To reliably estimate the variance while accounting for low frequency drift, we first

progressively high-pass filter the data over a range of increasing cut-off frequencies. A

plot of measured variance vs. cutoff frequency (Fig. 5.4) clearly shows a linear trend at

frequencies below the corner frequency (fc=k/2πγ). However, as the filtering frequencies

approach zero, drift causes the measured variance to increase beyond its expected value.

By applying a linear fit and extrapolating to the 0 Hz cutoff, we can reliably estimate the

“drift-free” variance of bead position.
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Figure 5.4: Experimentally measured variance as a function of the high pass filter cutoff

frequency shows a linear relation (line), which can be extrapolated to 0 Hz to reliably

estimate the drift-free variance. The variance without filtering (cross) is 100 nm2, while the

extrapolated variance (star) is 78.5 nm2

5.B Appendix: Experimental power spectrum calibration

Power spectrum calibrations were performed by fitting the one-sided power spec-

trum with Eq. (5.18). The original 65536 data points taken at ∼1500 samples per second

were blocked into 128 non-overlapping segments. The power spectrum of the blocks were

calculated separately and averaged to produce the data in Fig. 5.5. This procedure is well

described in the literature [32, 7].

Accounting for instrument error in the power spectrum fit is more difficult than the

equipartition case, requiring knowledge of the frequency dependence of the error. For this

study, the power spectrum of a non-moving bead was subtracted from the calibration power

spectrum and the fit parameters remained practically unchanged (within 2%), allowing us

to neglect error in our power spectrum fits at low power. It should be noted that in other

situations (e.g. different bead size or power), modifications to the power spectrum due to

instrument error could be significant.
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Figure 5.5: A log-log plot of the one-sided power spectrum (dots) for a trapped bead, with

theoretical models (blur-corrected and aliased, Eq. (5.18) solid line and näıve Eq. (5.8)

dashed line) produced from a least squares fit to the data. The simple model of Eq. (5.8)

fails to describe the data at high frequencies, where bandwidth limitations and aliasing

become important.
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5.C Appendix: Approximate analytical expression for k

When W is not significantly larger than the trap relaxation time, i.e. α = W/τ =

Wk/γ is not much larger than 1, an approximate version of equation 5.12 can be inverted

to give a closed form solution for k. First, we use a Padé approximation to express the

image blur correction function as:

S(α) ≈ 1 − 2α/15 + α2/60

1 + α/5
(5.33)

Substituting this expression into equation 5.12 yields a quadratic equation that is easily

solved for k. This results in the following approximation for the true spring constant:

k ≈ 30 kBT

2DW + 15 var(Xm) + [225 var(Xm)2 + 240DWvar(Xm) − 11D2W 2]1/2
(5.34)

The Padé approximation is good to within 3% for α < 3, which corresponds to a blur

correction factor of S(3)
.
= 0.46. In other words, if the uncorrected equipartition method

gives a spring constant which is within a factor of 2 of the true value, this approximation

formula should be accurate to within 3%, as we have tested numerically.
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Chapter 6

Rare returns on lost effort

1 How does the size of a system affect thermodynamic irreversibility? A deft ex-

periment that observes the unfolding and refolding of a single molecule of RNA provides

insights into the question at a small scale.

When vigorously stirred, a cup of coffee will heat up; a cup of hot coffee, how-

ever, will never stir a spoon. This type of irreversibility is a cornerstone of macroscopic

thermodynamics. But does it still hold when the spoon is extremely small? Newly dis-

covered relationships between heat, work and energy have revealed unexpected features of

small systems when they are driven far from equilibrium — relationships that are becoming

increasingly relevant as experiments probe ever-tinier systems, including the nanoscale ma-

chinery of living cells. On page 231 of this issue, Collin et al. [16] describe a single-molecule

experiment that not only validates one prominent recent postulate, known as the Crooks

fluctuation theorem, but also is a new method for quantifying the difference in equilibrium

free energy — the useful work expected to be extracted from a system — between two

biomolecular states.

The Crooks fluctuation theorem (CFT) [17] describes the exchange of energy be-

tween a system and its environment in forward and reverse processes. It generalizes the

so-called Jarzynski equality [41], which relates equilibrium free energy to the work done in

multiple, non-equilibrium measurements. The application of the CFT to a single-molecule

experiment can be understood by considering an idealized ‘dashpot’ — a plunger that can

1This chapter has been published as reference [78], “W.P. Wong and E. Evans. Biological physics: Rare
returns on lost effort. Nature, 437(7056):198–199, 2005.”
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move through a viscous fluid held at a constant temperature. The force required to move a

large, slow-moving plunger is proportional to its speed; all the mechanical work performed is

lost, irretrievably, to the environment as heat. At a given speed, the work required to move

the plunger between two well-defined states is always the same: viewed microscopically,

the resistance to the motion is just the statistically averaged effect of very many collisions

between the plunger and the fast-moving molecules of the fluid.

If the plunger is very small, however, this average is performed over far fewer

collisions, and the random, Brownian movements of the plunger become significant. When

an excess of molecular collisions occurs in the direction in which the plunger is moving,

the work done by the operator is reduced. This work can on rare occasions be reduced

to zero, or even become negative — meaning the system performs work on the operator.

The mechanical work needed to move a small plunger is no longer a precise, deterministic

variable; rather, it is described by a statistical distribution.

The CFT stipulates that the probability of exerting a given amount of mechanical

work on the plunger in the conventional, forward process, divided by the probability of

getting the same amount of work back out in the reverse process, depends exponentially on

the amount of work lost to the environment. This implies that the likelihood of dissipating

virtually no work is the same in both the forward and reverse directions. Because the

amount of work dissipated increases as a system gets larger, in a sufficiently small system

the likelihood that ‘dissipation-free’ events will occur becomes large enough for them to be

observed directly.

Collin et al. [16] studied the mechanical unfolding and refolding of individual RNA

molecules, applying and measuring forces using optical tweezers — a focused laser beam

that acts as an ultra-sensitive spring to trap and hold small particles. The two ends of an

RNA molecule, folded into junctions and hairpin shapes, were each linked to a small bead,

one held by a micropipette, and the other by the optical tweezers. In each experimental

cycle the beads were moved apart to produce an unzipping or unfolding transition, and then

moved back together to allow refolding.

By integrating the force over the change in length of the molecule through many

cycles, Collin and colleagues obtained [16] separate statistical distributions of the work done

on the molecule during the forward and reverse transitions. They used these to verify that

the CFT holds. By finding the energy at which the two distributions crossed for a range of

speeds, the authors were able to evaluate the free energy of transition between the folded
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and unfolded state of an individual RNA hairpin. They also demonstrated the robustness

of the CFT by using their analysis to quantify the equilibrium free energy accurately even

when the two beads were moved apart too fast for the system to respond — in other words,

when the system was taken far from equilibrium.

Collin and colleagues’ work clearly verifies that the CFT can be applied to small

biomolecular systems. But what are its wider implications for single-molecule research?

The method provides a unique approach to quantifying the free energy in two-state systems

— even in those systems far from equilibrium where the transition between the two states

requires very different amounts of work depending on its direction (a phenomenon known as

hysteresis). This is important, as it is often the drifting baseline of a measuring instrument

that limits how slowly, and thus how close to equilibrium, an experiment can be performed.

The CFT method is unlikely, however, to be suitable for all molecular systems and

probe techniques. Its success in Collin and colleagues’ experiments is due in part to certain

features of the RNA hairpins and junctions used that made force a relatively smooth func-

tion of displacement between the well-defined initial (folded) and final (unfolded) states.

Specifically, the free energy landscape between these states resembles a ‘staircase’ of small,

energetic steps of short duration spread over an easily observable distance of many nanome-

tres. The non-linear, elastic behaviour of the polymer linkers and unfolded RNA chain also

ensured that forward and reverse responses could be easily aligned in the presence of instru-

ment drift. These attributes together with the exquisite sensitivity of the optical tweezers

— in regard to both the force applied and the displacement caused — allowed accurate

integration for calculating the work during both unfolding and refolding. It also allowed for

the subtraction of energetic contributions from the optical tweezers and chemical linkers, a

necessary step in precisely determining the free energy difference of the molecular transi-

tion. The extension of Collin and colleagues’ technique to other biomolecular transitions is

thus sure to present fresh challenges.

Even so, this exciting experiment has provided insight into the way that recently

developed fluctuation theories can be applied to transitions in biomolecular systems. Not

only does physics teach us new ways to understand single-molecule measurements, but such

measurements also feed back into theory, extending our knowledge of thermodynamics to

systems that are small and out of equilibrium. Stir a cup of coffee with a small enough

spoon, and the coffee might just stir you.



Chapter 7

Refolding kinetics of the spectrin

repeat under mechanical force

7.1 Abstract

Direct mechanical measurements of protein folding and unfolding at the single-

molecule level can yield insight into the detailed processes and energy landscape that gov-

erns these transitions. I have developed a novel optical tweezers system with sufficient

resolution and force stability to directly observe the refolding of protein domains under me-

chanical force. Single molecular tethers of an engineered multi-domain spectrin construct

were pulled with slow time-varying forces. This resulted in the first direct measurements

of the refolding force of the spectrin repeat, a triple-alpha-helix motif that is prominent in

the spectrin filaments of the red blood cell cytoskeleton, as well as other structures subject

to mechanical stresses in cells. As well, I have quantified its mechanical compliance. The

distribution of refolding forces was measured for inverse loading rates ranging from -5 pN/s

to -0.1 pN/s, and a small rate-dependent shift in the force was observed, consistent with

a kinetically trapped unfolded state. In addition, at the slowest inverse loading rates I ob-

served unfolding-refolding oscillation to a short-lived metastable state, which had a similar

mechanical length as the ground state, but a shorter kinetic lifetime.
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7.2 Introduction

Single-molecule studies of protein folding have revealed the kinetics of unfolding

transitions under mechanical force, and have started to shed some light on the dynamics

of folding [62, 11, 28, 83]. New experimental results are a crucial complement to the the-

oretical and computational folding models in development [52, 19, 57] However, the direct

mechanical measurement of a single protein folding under force is a formidable experimental

challenge, with only recent progress [45, 28, 12, 63]. Instrument limitations such as insuf-

ficient detection resolution, and slow drifts in force and position in current force probes,

makes such measurements difficult to obtain.

I have developed a unique optical tweezers system that addresses these concerns,

designed to explore both forward and reverse transitions near equilibrium (as described in

Chapter 2). I have used this system to study the mechanics and kinetics of conformational

transitions in the spectrin repeat, a triple-helical bundle that is prominent in the spectrin

filaments of the red blood cell cytoskeleton, as well as other cellular structures that are

subject to mechanical stresses in the cell [20, 53].

Spectrin is the primary component (by mass) of the red blood cell (RBC) mem-

brane cytoskeleton, a triangulated scaffolding that is largely responsible for the unusual

mechanical properties and resilience of the red blood cell [1, 50]. The spectrin protein is

a tetramer of four subunits, each composed of approximately multiple spectrin repeats in

series. The spectrin repeat is a triple-helical bundle that forms a left-handed antiparallel

coiled coil in solution [69, 80, 53]. Spectrin repeats have been found to mechanically unfold

at low forces [59, 44], and it is conjectured that this transition may play a role in the elastic-

ity and robustness of the RBC [46]. Experimental characterization of spectrin compliance

and the force-dependence of configurational transitions is still needed to properly model

RBC mechanics. Ensemble solution measurements of the unfolding and refolding kinetics

have been performed [64, 66, 65, 5], but they do not reveal how transition rates depend on

force, or other mechanical details such as the change in compliance between the folded and

unfolded states. In addition, the existence and properties of metastable states, which have

been identified with computer simulations and explored by AFM [2, 47] and these solution

measurements, require novel experimental techniques to further elucidate.

In this paper, optical tweezers are used to study refolding transitions in the chicken

brain R16 α-spectrin repeat. I quantify the multi-branch force extension curve of an engi-
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neered molecule consisting of four spectrin repeats, determining the change in mechanical

compliance that results from unfolding the protein domains. I also study the kinetics of

refolding by observing the contraction of spectrin repeats under mechanical stress at a va-

riety of inverse loading rates. In the Methods section (7.3), I describe the instrument that

we have developed to make these measurements, the materials used and chemical protocols

for surface functionalization, and the experimental methodology employed to collect and

analyze the data. In Results and Analysis (7.4), the measurements are presented together

with some initial analysis. Finally, the results are discussed and compare to previous studies

in the Concluding Discussion (7.5).

7.3 Methods

The basic idea of this technique is to measure the 3D trajectory of a micron-sized

glass bead in solution that is tethered to a glass coverslip by a single molecule of interest—in

this case, an engineered spectrin R16 construct1. Conformational changes in the molecule

can be observed by changes in the tether length. A feedback stabilized optical trap is used

to apply controlled stresses to the bead, allowing the quantification of the force dependent

kinetics and compliance of the molecular tether. The application of force ramps allow the

results to be interpreted in the context of Dynamic Force Spectroscopy [25, 27], not only for

bond rupture under increasing linear force ramps, but also for bond formation (refolding)

under decreasing force.

This section begins with a description of the unique optical tweezers system that

I have developed, and the force calibration procedure. This is followed by a description of

sample preparation, and experimental protocols.

7.3.1 Instrumentation

I have developed a novel feedback-controlled optical tweezers system to investigate

the forward and reverse kinetics of single-molecule transitions. An optical interference

technique is used to detect the position of a functionalized bead in three-dimensions, with

nanometer precision. Thus, small nanometer-sized configurational transitions in molecules

tethering the bead to the glass-water interface can be observed. Force stability is ensured

with the unique continuous auto-focus system, which eliminates the pervasive problem of

1Redundancy with previous chapters result from an effort to make this chapter somewhat self-contained.
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slow vertical drift. Auxiliary bead manipulation is performed with a piezo-driven vertical

micropipette system (used, for example, to dislodge beads that have become stuck to the

surface). This instrument is described in detail in Chapter 2.

7.3.2 Calibration

To ensure accurate force and position measurements, the instrument is calibrated

for each bead that is used. The procedure is described in this subsection.

Height calibration

While the RICM position detection technique yields sub-nanometer precision in

height, the total accuracy depends on finding a suitable calibration factor. For the ∼ 2 –

3 µm diameter beads used in this experiment the calibration factor typically ranges from

1.0 to 1.2, depending upon the bead size. As described in section 2.3, the calibration factor

can be obtained by varying the height of the bead in a triangle wave, then dividing the

known velocity by the velocity measured using the RICM model. The bead height can be

controlled using either the vertical pipette system or the optical trap. I vary the trap height

by changing the focus of the 1:1 piezo-driven telescope (pifoc setting). As verified in section

2.5, the resulting velocity of the trap can be predicted to ∼5% by the ray optics model, for

the small beads requiring height calibration.

In this experiment, the bead height is calibrated by moving each untethered bead

in a triangle wave with the optical trap. As the measured bead height for different bead sizes

has already been calibrated for this system with the vertical pipette, the correction factors

to the ray optics model are known, allowing the height calibration factor to be determined

with an accuracy of greater than 5%. In addition, this protocol gives the conversion factor

between the pifoc setting and the trap height. Knowledge of the trap height allows one to

determine the force, as will be explained in the next subsection.

Force calibration

For small displacements of the bead, the optical trap acts as an ideal Hookean

spring, i.e. F = −k∆z where F is the force on the bead and ∆z is the displacement from

the trap center, and k is the effective spring constant. I determine the spring constant of

the optical trap with the blur-corrected equipartition method that I have developed and
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verified (see chapter 5 and section 2.5). Specifically, the variance in height is measured for

each bead at different laser powers with the trap position fixed. The spring constant k

is then determined by using a modification of the equipartition theorem that accounts for

motion blur, while taking advantage of the linear relationship in this system between laser

power and k. The force on the bead is then measured by multiplying k by the displacement

of the bead from the trap center, which is known for a given pifoc setting from the height

calibration.

7.3.3 Materials and sample preparation

Spectrin construct

The spectrin construct that I use in these experiments is an engineered molecule

provided by Jane Clarke’s group (MRC Centre for Protein Engineering, University of Cam-

bridge Chemical Laboratory, Lensfield Road, Cambridge CB2 1EW, UK). It consists of 4

identical chicken brain R16 α-spectrin domains that are separated from one another by

titin I27 domain spacers. The ends of the spectrin titin [(R16)-(I27)]4 construct have been

engineered to facilitate the linking of the molecule to a force probe. At one end of the con-

struct there is an accessible Cysteine residue, suitable for functionalization via its sulf-hydral

group. At the opposite end of the molecule there is a his-tag, a sequence of 6 histidines

that binds to the anti-his antibody. Details about the protein expression and purification

methods used for similar spectrin molecules is given in reference [64].

Linking to the coverslip

One end of the spectrin construct is linked to the glass coverslip through a biotin-

streptavidin bond. The protocol2 that is used yields a low concentration of spectrin on this

substrate in order to reduce the probability of forming multiple bonds with the functional-

ized bead.

First, biotin is covalently linked to the Cysteine on the construct by reacting the

molecule with a biotin-PEG3400-maleimide linker. Typically, a linker to spectrin ratio

of approximately 5:1 is used, and the solution is made with a spectrin concentration of

∼ 1 µM at pH 7.4 in Hepes buffer (10 mM Hepes, 69 mM NaCl). The mixture is left to

2K. Halvorsen and K. Kinoshita assisted extensively with the development and application of the surface
functionalization protocols.
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react overnight, then the excess linker is removed using a centrifuge filter.

The coverslip is coated with streptavidin (SA) via physisorption. This is accom-

plished by soaking a base-washed coverslip in 0.1 mg/mL SA solution made with Hepes

buffer for at least one night. (Base-washed coverslips are first sonicated for 5 minutes in

pure deionized water, then boiled for 5 minutes in a solution of 190 mL d-H20, 10 mL 30%

hydrogen peroxide, and 40 mL concentrated ammonium hydroxide.) The coverslip is rinsed

multiple times with Hepes buffer before it is used.

Finally, the spectrin molecule is attached to the surface by soaking the SA-functionalized

coverslip in a ∼ 0.15µM concentration of biotinilated spectrin for ∼ 1 hour. The coverslip

is then washed via multiple rinses with Hepes buffer, and used immediately.

Anti-his beads

In order to pull on a spectrin construct that has been attached to the coverslip, the

free end of the molecule must be linked to a functionalized glass bead. This is accomplished

by binding the his-tag on the spectrin construct to an anti-penta-his antibody covalently

linked to the bead.

Mercaptosilanized beads are decorated with anti-bodies through the use of the

heterobifunctional linker NHS-PEG3400-Maleimide. The NHS group binds to free amines

in the antibody that are found on Lysine residues, PEG3400 acts as a spacer, and maleimide

forms a covalent attachment to sulf-hydral groups on the surface of the bead. More details

of this procedure can be found in reference [55] A low antibody to linker ratio (typically

∼0.3:10) is used in order to keep the surface density of active material low, which minimizes

the formation of multiple bonds. Linker that does not bind to the antibody simply acts as

a passivating polymer on the bead surface.

Chamber preparation

The sample chambers used in the experiment consist of a functionalized coverglass

sandwiched between a metal coverslip support on the bottom and a plastic sample container

above. (see Figure 7.1) The coverslip support has an indentation for the coverslip, and a

hole for viewing from beneath with an inverted microscope. The plastic container holds the

sample fluid and beads, and forms a seal with the glass coverslip through a teflon O-ring

that is compressed by the screws holding the assembly together.
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Figure 7.1: Schematic of sample chamber. From bottom to top, the components are: metal

coverslip support, functionalized coverslip, O-ring, plastic container, screws which hold the

assembly together.

To prepare the chamber for an experiment, a base-washed coverslip is first mounted

in the assembly, and surface functionalization is performed directly within the chamber.

Prior to use, the chamber is washed and filled with the sample fluid, Hepes buffer with

∼ 0.07 g/100 mL bovine serum albumin (BSA, Pierce) The chamber is then allowed to soak

for approximately 30 minutes to allow the BSA to passivate the surface before injecting

the beads. Next, the anti-his beads are injected into the chamber with a pipette onto a

well-localized region of the coverslip. Typically, 3 µL of beads suspended in a solution of

1 mg/mL are used. Finally, the chamber is placed onto the inverted microscope and the

vertical pipette is inserted from above into the chamber.

7.3.4 Force application and transition measurements

The basic procedure for molecular testing is as follows:

1. Calibrate the bead in the trap.

2. Form a single-molecule tether between the bead and the substrate.

3. Apply force to the bead with the optical trap, utilizing the appropriate force protocol.

Calibration is performed for each bead that is used for force measurements, as was described

in the earlier subsection 7.3.2. In this subsection, I will elaborate on the remaining items.
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Tether formation

Molecular tethers between the functionalized bead and spectrin-coated substrate

are formed by transiently pressing the bead against the coverslip. The optical trap is used

to regulate the attachment rate by control the touch time and force. In order to increase

the probability of getting only single bonds, I set the conditions to make bond formation a

rare event.

Due to the low effective surface density of reactants in this chemical procedure, the

probability of attachment for a given region of the surface can be vanishingly small. (This

may also be caused by a non-uniform binding of spectrin to the surface, creating regions

which lack reactive material.) Thus, it is sometimes necessary to explore the surface of the

coverslip by moving it beneath the optically confined bead.

After tether formation, some screening is performed to verify the formation of a

single spectrin-tether. Tests include pulling on the tether in different directions to verify a

symmetric response, and observing the no-trap 3D trajectory of the bead to determine if

it is a spherical cap (the expected geometry for a single tether, as illustrated in Chapter

3). While each tether can be examined and verified in a more reliable way through a full

analysis of the force-application protocol described below (e.g the resulting force-extension

curves can be checked for the spectrin-construct signature), these simple checks are useful

during experimentation, to filter out attachments that are clearly not single spectrin tethers.

Force application

After I obtain a bead that is putatively tethered to the coverslip by a single spectrin

molecule, I center the optical trap directly above the point of attachment to the coverslip.

This is done by applying an upward force with the optical trap and moving the stage until

the bead height is maximized.

I then apply a variety of force protocols to determine the mechanical and kinetic

response of the molecule. The force is modulated by varying the laser power while hold-

ing the trap at a constant height above the substrate, typically about 1 µm. Waveforms

representing the desired laser power are pre-programmed into the function generator that

controls the laser power controller. Each experimental run consists of repeated application

of a waveform, allowing the molecular response to be measured over many cycles. This

allows the statistics of stochastic events such as bond formation (unfolding) and rupture
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(refolding) to be collected. Parameters such as the loading rate (rate at which the force

is increased or decreased) are varied in order to explore the energy landscape governing

molecular transitions. The waveforms that I use typically have the following three-stage

structure:

1. Increasing force: The laser power is increased linearly. Unfolding of spectrin domains

typically occurs during this stage. The rate of force application can be varied to

explore the dynamics of unfolding as prescribed by Dynamic Force Spectroscopy.

2. Constant force: (optional stage) The laser power is held constant at a maximal value.

The optical trap cannot always generate enough force to unfold all of the spectrin

domains during the power ramp of stage one, i.e. the applied force saturates before

all potential unfolding events have occurred. Thus, in order to unfold all of the

available spectrin domains before observing refolding under a decreasing force, the

trap power is held at the cycle’s maximal value for a prescribed period of time.

3. Decreasing force: The laser power is decreased linearly. Refolding of spectrin domains

typically occurs during this stage. In order to decrease the elapse time of the cycle,

this section of the waveform is optionally broken into two substages: (a) a rapid linear

decrease in laser power, followed by (b) a slow linear decrease in laser power. The final

power of the rapid power decrease is chosen so that all refolding events occur during

the slow substage. This “jump down” protocol allows very slow inverse loading rates

to be explored efficiently.

In order to explore multiple force application rates within a single experimental

run, a “multiplexed” or compound waveform is sometimes used. This consist of multiple

versions of the three-stage waveform described above, each with different forward and reverse

loading rates. This protocol allows the rate dependence of the folding kinetics to be observed

reliably.

7.4 Results and Analysis

I successfully observed both the unfolding and refolding of individual spectrin

repeats under an applied mechanical force. As expected from previous studies, unfolding

transitions were marked by sudden increases in the tether length under force loading. More
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remarkably, refolding transitions could be clearly distinguished as decreases in the tether

length as the external force was slowly lowered. This is illustrated in Figure 7.2 for a few

sample trajectories. Refolding occurred at much lower forces than unfolding, and typically

followed numerous downward fluctuation (which appeared as “fingers” in the height vs. time

trajectory). Classification of these transitions is given in subsection 7.4.1. At the slowest

rates of decreasing force, the discrimination of the refolding transition was clearest, as in

the example cycle of Figure 7.4. In addition, I occasionally observed unfolding-refolding

“oscillations” when the force was decreased sufficiently slowly (typically slower than ∼ −2

pN/s), as is seen in this trace. The kinetic implications of this apparent “metastable state”

are explored in subsection 7.4.3. The refolding force showed a dependence on the inverse

loading rate, shifting upward at slower rates as will be described in subsection 7.4.4.

7.4.1 Classification of unfolding/refolding transitions

In the experimental cycles presented in Figure 7.2, two, one, then zero unfold-

ing/refolding transitions can be observed. Four unfolding events were not observed every

time, because the maximum force per cycle was smaller than required to unfold all the

spectrin repeats before the force was decreased. Correlations between the number of refold-

ing events and the previous and subsequent unfolding events serve as a simple consistency

check on event discrimination. However, a much more detailed view can be obtained by

observing the force-extension curves of the molecular tether.

Due to the drift-free position detection and force stability of this system, the

force-extension curves of many individual pulling cycles automatically overlap to form a

single “master” curve. This master force-extension curve is composed of multiple distinct

branches, each corresponding to a different number of unfolded spectrin repeats. This

is illustrated in the bottom plot of Figure 7.2, as well as in Figure 7.3 of the following

subsection on molecular compliance. This multi-branch form acted as a signature, allowing

one to positively identify the spectrin construct.

The state of the tether (number of domains folded/unfolded) at any time can be

determined by identifying on which branch of the master curve the force-height data pair

resides. (Note that since one cannot distinguish between the four R16 spectrin repeats

in the molecular construct from the length, the tether state labelled in this way has a

combinatorial degeneracy.) Unfolding and refolding transitions appears as jumps between
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Figure 7.2: Example pulling trajectories for spectrin showing unfolding and refolding.

LEFT: Bead height vs. time for three pulling cycles. Unfolding and refolding events ap-

pear as discrete jumps in bead height, marked here by up and down arrows, respectively.

The three-stage force protocol within each cycle is also illustrated: i) increasing force, the

molecular tether stretches (bead height increases) and unfolding transitions occur (e.g. ar-

row a), ii) constant force, the bead height is level but punctuated by jumps due to unfolding

(e.g. arrow b), iii) decreasing force, the molecular tether contracts (bead height decreases)

in two substages (fast then slow), spectrin domains refold (e.g. arrows c and d). RIGHT:

Force-extension curves for the trajectories (12 cycles from time zero superimposed). The

single cycle emphasized above in blue is also high-lighted here, with the corresponding red

arrows for unfolding/refolding. Three repeatable branches can be observed, corresponding

to the state of the tether (number of unfolded domains).
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these well-defined branches. Thus, even though these transitions occur at different force

levels and with different changes in length (determined by the compliance of the unfolded

structure), the initial and final states can be identified from the master curve.

7.4.2 Unfolding length and molecular compliance

In order to reveal the remaining branches of the spectrin force extension curve,

additional force protocols were used. Raising the maximum force and reducing the forward

loading rate during the increasing force stage allowed more domains to unfold each cycle.

Using a larger minimum force during the decreasing force stage caused the tether to stretch

out before all of the domains had refolded, which exposed the force-extension curves of

different tether states.

Figure 7.3 shows the results of a multiplexed force protocol, in which different

minimum forces are used each cycle. All five branches of the force-extension curve are

visible, corresponding to the distinguishable states of four available spectrin repeats. Force-

extension data from the pulling trajectories of Figure 7.2 are superimposed, showing good

consistency between runs. (As a side note, this multiplexed force protocol also serves as a

check on refolding discrimination, as it placed bounds on the refolding force.)

As illustrated in Figure 7.3, the change in tether length due to the unfolding of a

spectrin repeat depends on the strength of the applied force. For an initial characterization

of the compliance and unfolding length of the molecular construct, I match the data to an

analytical approximation of the worm-like chain polymer model. I convert bead height to

approximate tether length by first subtracting off the height offset of the tethering point.

Next, the change in length due to the elasticity of the underlying substrate is subtracted in

order to isolate the polymeric component of the tether compliance. The substrate elasticity

is estimated at 0.65 pN/nm by finding the common asymptotic slope of the multiple force vs.

height branches of the molecule. A zero force offset x0 is also included to account for non-

compliant elements in series with the tether. The worm-like chain (WLC) interpolation

model [10] is then matched to the resulting force vs. molecular extension curves. The

change in contour length between each branch is constrained to be constant, since the four

spectrin repeats were identical. Using the following WLC interpolation formula for force as

a function of extension x,

F (x) =
kBT

4b

(

4(x− x0)

L
+

1

(1 − (x− x0)/L)2
− 1

)

(7.1)
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Figure 7.3: Multi-branch force-extension curve for spectrin construct showing molecular

compliance. This graph is the superposition of 30 individual force trajectories. Data from

the the trajectories in Figure 7.2 (black) is combined with data from the multiplexed force

protocol described in the text (purple). A match to the worm-like chain interpolation model

is superimposed. A zero force offset is included to account for non-compliant elements in

series with a polymer tether. The model is constrained to a common change in contour

length between each branch. I found a persistence length b = 1.0(1) nm, and a contour

length of L = 98+n ·32(1) nm, where n is the branch number, corresponding to the number

of unfolded domains. I used an offset of x0 = 8 nm. Additional details are given in the text.
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I find a persistence length b = 1.0(1) nm, and a contour length of L = 98 + n · 32(1) nm,

where n is the branch number, corresponding to the number of unfolded domains (i.e. each

unfolded domain increases the contour length by ∆L = 32(1) nm). I use a thermal energy

scale of kBT = 4.12 pN nm, corresponding to a temperature of 25 degrees C, and an offset of

x0 = 8 nm. Non-linear fits were performed on a sample of different branch trajectories, and

the variation in parameter values was used to estimate the error. Note that as the tether is

composed of multiple components (in addition to the spectrin repeats, there are the PEG

linkers, antibody, IG domains, etc.), the persistence length b represents an effective stiffness

for the overall structure.

7.4.3 Near-equilibrium bi-directional transitions

Observations of metastable behavior

One of the surprises of this study was the observation of spectrin unfolding during

the decreasing force stage of the force protocol. When the force was decreased sufficiently

slowly (typically slower than ∼ −2 pN/s), unfolding-refolding “oscillations” were observed,

as illustrated in the trace of Figure 7.4. This behavior is similar to the “force-flips” between

metastable states observed in the unzipping of DNA [9, 18].

Kinetics of transitions from the short-lived collapsed state

The lifetimes of the short-lived apparently folded state can be examined to de-

termine the kinetics of unfolding from this metastable state. Here, the slowly changing

potential is treated as quasi-static, with the time interval between the transient refolding

(or collapse) and subsequent unfolding of a domain taken as the lifetime of the state under

a constant force. Figure 7.5(left) shows a scatterplot of these lifetimes as a function of

the applied force (time-averaged over this interval). The right side of this figure shows the

observed survival probability (i.e. fraction of observed surviving states) of this collapsed

state as a function of time. This data shows little discrepancy between the two slow in-

verse loading rates presented. Also, the probability of survival is well-described by a single

decaying exponential—the expected form for transitions governed by first-order kinetics in

a constant potential. A histogram of the lifetimes of the aggregated data (both loading

rates) is presented in Figure 7.6, also exhibiting an approximate exponential decay. (While

the decay rate should depend on the applied force, as we will see, the distribution of forces
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Figure 7.4: Pulling trajectory showing unfolding-refolding oscillations. Rapid bi-directional

transitions between tether states are apparent in this cycle during the slow decrease in force

(∼ −0.12 pN/s).

(standard deviation of 0.5 pN) is narrow with respect to the force-scale of the transition,

leading to a correspondingly narrow range of decay rates.) Most surprisingly, the lifetimes

are dramatically shorter than expected from Dynamic Force Spectroscopy (DFS) experi-

ments of the principal unfolding transition [34] and from solution measurements [64]. As a

first characterization, the survival probability data was matched by eye to obtain a decay

time of τ = 0.28 s. Grouping all the transient lifetime data together and using maximum-

likelihood estimation to determine the most probable decay time yields 0.31(3) seconds,

which agrees with the previous estimate within error. (In the standard way, the estimated

error represents the range of the 68% confidence interval.) On the other hand, the expected

lifetime of the putatively fully-folded state under this level of applied force is much longer.

Using the parameters obtained from the DFS study of the unfolding of spectrin, for an

applied force of 3.8 pN (mean force of this transition data), the expected unfolding rate for

a single folded spectrin repeat is ku = k0
u exp(f/fβ)

.
= 0.01 s−1 [34]. (The DFS study of this

spectrin repeat found that this simple model described the kinetics of the primary unfolding

transition well, with the parameters k0
u = 0.002(1) s−1 and fβ = 2.5(3) pN [34]. Experi-

ments were performed in Evans’ lab with the same spectrin construct and optical tweezers.

Unfolding measurements were primarily made by Ken Halvorsen and Koji Kinoshita.) This
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corresponds to a decay time (or mean lifetime) from the stable folded state of 1/ku
.
= 100

seconds, over two orders of magnitude longer than measured from the bistable oscillations!

As another comparison, the spontaneous unfolding rate of the R16 spectrin repeat from

solution data is k0
u[sol] = 0.0026(3) s−1, corresponding to a lifetime under no external force

of 380(40) seconds [64].
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Figure 7.5: Lifetimes of the transient collapsed state from data of unfolding-refolding oscil-

lations. LEFT: Scatterplot of the time averaged applied force vs. lifetime. RIGHT Survival

probability of collapsed state from lifetime data; log-linear plot. A decaying exponential is

superimposed as a solid red line (decay time τ = 0.28 s).

In order to better quantify the force-dependent unfolding kinetics from the puta-

tive metastable state, a more complete maximum-likelihood estimator (MLE) analysis was

performed that takes into account the average force during each time interval. As before,

the following simple model for the force f dependence of the unfolding rate ku was used,

which corresponds to a single, sharp 1D barrier:

ku(f) = k0
u exp(f/fβ) (7.2)

In addition, the finite time resolution of the system was accounted for by explicitly left-

censoring the data below 0.03 seconds, and including this in the analysis. This yielded a

spontaneous off-rate of k0
u = 2(1) s−1, and a force scale of fβ = 5(4) pN. The large error

estimate result from the limited statistics of this transition, and small range of explored

forces. Nevertheless, even taking the errors into account, the spontaneous unfolding rate
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Figure 7.6: Histogram of lifetimes of the transient collapsed state from data of unfolding-

refolding oscillations. Superimposed are the results of a full MLE analysis of the force-

dependent data (solid red line), an MLE fit to exponential decay of the aggregated data

(blue dashed line), and comparison with the primary unfolding distribution from the stable

folded state [34].
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of this short-lived collapsed state is three orders of magnitude faster than the spontaneous

unfolding rate of the folded state as measured by solution data and DFS experiments. The

force scale, on the other hand, is comparable to the DFS measurements of unfolding from

the folded state.

The presence of this surprisingly short-lived apparently folded (or collapsed) state

gives new clues about the energy landscape which governs the unfolding and refolding

of the spectrin repeat. In particular, it suggests the possible existence of a metastable

intermediate state with a smaller binding energy than the true refolded ground state. Within

the accuracy of the observations, transitions to this short-lived state took in approximately

the full refolding length, and could not be distinguished structurally from transitions to the

more robust ground state. This suggests that the metastable state that is close in shape to

the true folded state, but less strongly bound. Although three orders of magnitude in lifetime

seems dramatic on the laboratory timescale, it would represent an energy difference of only

∼ 6 kBT between the ground and metastable states, due to the exponential dependence

of the off-rate on barrier height. This is quite small relative to the typically ∼ 20kBT

difference in energy between the ground state and transition states of many intermolecular

bonds. However, at this stage it is not clear whether the short-lived state is an obligatory

on-pathway intermediate state, or simply a misfolded state.

Kinetics of transitions to the short-lived collapsed state

Next, I examined the lifetimes of the unfolded domains prior to collapse, in order

to determine the kinetics of folding to this short-lived apparently folded state. I found that

the collapse rate was very sensitive to force, with clearly observable effects even over the

fairly narrow force range (∼3–5 pN) probed in these metastable measurements. Figure 7.7

shows histograms of unfolded lifetimes for metastable data separated into 0.5 pN force

ranges. The decay time of each of these data sets was determined by MLE analysis. This

data is also presented as a survival probability plot in Figure 7.8 left.

In order to quantify the force-dependent kinetics of collapse, a simple model was

used for the transition rate. Similar to equation 7.2, I modelled the transition rate with an

exponential dependence on the change in energy. However, due to the soft compliance of

the unfolded state, the change in energy was dominated by elasticity:

kf (f) = k0
f exp(−f2/(2κkBT )) (7.3)
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where κ is the compliance of the unfolded state (i.e. the effective spring constant or cur-

vature of the energy landscape in, say, pN/nm). As a further simplification, I assumed a

constant force given by the average force within each data set. In other words, the force

dependent collapse rate at the mean force f̄ was taken as the reciprocal of the decay times

τ for collapse kf (f̄) = 1/τc(f̄) (with the force dependence shown explicitly). In Figure 7.8 I

present the measured decay times as a function of the mean force. A fit to the reciprocal of

equation 7.3 was performed on this data to estimate the collapse rate parameters. I found

a compliance of κ = 0.5(1) pN/nm and a spontaneous decay time τ0 = 0.010(8) s, which

corresponds to a spontaneous decay rate of k0
f [collapse] = 100(80) s−1. This collapse rate

agrees well with solution measurements of the refolding rate, k0
f [sol] = 125(3) s−1, despite

the large fitting errors that results from the limited data set. On the other hand, the com-

pliance about the unfolded state obtained from the kinetic fit is stiffer than suggested by the

mechanical compliance measurements of subsection 7.4.2. An extrapolation of the worm-

like fitting parameters to the harmonic regime yields a compliance of 3kBT/(2∗L∗b) .
= 0.17

pN/nm, where L = 36.2 nm taken from the size of the folded state [2] plus ∆L = 32, as

measured in above. Compared to the stiffness of the tether, the compliance of the optical

trap was negligible.

7.4.4 Refolding kinetics and dependence on inverse loading rate

In order to further explore force-dependent kinetics of the refolding transition, I

have measured the refolding force for a spectrum of inverse loading rates (i.e. decreasing

force ramps). As illustrated in Figures 7.9 and 7.10, I find that the distribution of refolding

forces shifts upwards as the applied trapping force is decreased more slowly.

The Figure 7.9 histograms show the aggregated data of many different experi-

mental runs taken at four different rates. The folding force of all refolding transitions has

been combined, as each spectrin repeat experiences approximately the same force history

due to the softness of the trap, as will be explained further below. Additionally, one do

not have to take into account right-censored data, as in these experimental runs all avail-

able unfolded spectrin domains appear to refold every cycle. At the slowest rates, where

unfolding-refolding oscillations occur, transitions to the transient collapsed state are in-

cluded as light blue bars in the histogram, while the final transition to an apparently stable

refolded state is included in dark blue. The addition of the bi-stable data does not appear
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Figure 7.7: Histograms of lifetimes of the unfolded state prior to collapse to the transient

folded state. MLE fits to exponential decay are superimposed, with the following decay

times: (a) 0.15(3) s, (b) 0.25(5) s, (c) 0.7(2) s.
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Figure 7.8: Analysis of the unfolded state prior to collapse to the transient folded state.

LEFT: Survival probability of the unfolded state from lifetime data; log-linear plot, with

data separated into force bins as indicated. Decaying exponentials are superimposed as

solid lines, with decay times as obtained from the MLE analysis. RIGHT: Decay times as

determined by MLE analysis vs. mean force. Vertical error bars indicate standard error

estimates from the fit; horizontal error bars indicate the standard deviation of force within

each bin. A fit to the reciprocal of equation 7.3 is superimposed, with fitting parameters as

shown.
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to shift the peaks of the histogram. At the faster inverse loading rates, metastable tran-

sition are not observed. It is possible that transition to a metastable state would appear

stable under these force protocols, as the force is dropping too rapidly for unfolding to

occur. Alternatively, it is possible that the transitions to the transient state and to the sta-

ble state may have different force-dependent kinetics, resulting in a dynamical crossover in

the observed behavior of the spectrin repeat. (As mentioned in section 7.4.3, it is not clear

whether all observed refolding transitions in fact go first to an on-pathway metastable state.

Difference in the dynamics may help to determine this. Regardless, transitions classified as

stable represent the final observed transition to an apparently folded state.)

Note here that due to the softness and height of the trap, the effect of the external

field on the molecular tether can be well-described by a changing linear potential, as in the

labels of Figure 7.9. In fact, as the curvature of the optical trap is always at least 10 times

smaller than the curvature due to confinement by the molecular tether, the trap curvature

of has little effect on the transition kinetics (on the order of 5%).

There is a small but noticeable shift in the refolding force as the rate of decreasing

force is varied. Figure 7.10 illustrates this, presenting the mean and variance of the refolding

force as a function of the inverse loading rate. As a first characterization of the refolding

kinetics over this range of loading rates, I fit the mean force vs. loading rate data to a simple

kinetic model based on equation 7.3 but extended to a linear changing force. For a simple

first-order kinetics model in the “far-from-equilibrium” regime (i.e. reverse transitions are

neglected), the most-likely refolding force f⋆ is related to the inverse loading rate rf by the

expression:

rf (f⋆) = −
k0

f κ kBT

f⋆
exp

( −f⋆2

2 κ kBT

)

(7.4)

where as before k0
f represents the spontaneous folding rate in the absence of force, κ is the

compliance of the unfolded state. The inverse loading rate rf is specified as a negative

value, resulting in the negative sign on the right side of the equation. (A derivation of this

equation is given in Appendix A.) Due to the transcendental nature of this equation, f⋆

cannot be explicitly isolated as a function rf as in the standard DFS equation. Fortunately,

the inverse equation 7.4 can be used to fit the rate as a function of the measured force.

From the simple fitting analysis of the data, I find k0
f [DFS] = 9(1) × 104 s−1 for

the spontaneous folding-rate parameter, and κ[DFS] = 0.148(1) pN/nm for the compliance.

The low compliance indicates that the kinetic rate for refolding is highly sensitive to force.
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κ[DFS] is only slightly smaller (∼ 13%) than the measured compliance of the spectrin

construct extrapolated to the harmonic regime (0.17 pN/nm), as presented in subsection

7.4.2 and calculated in subsection 7.4.3. It is approximately three times smaller than the

value of κ measured for collapse to the metastable state. On the other hand, the fitting

parameter k0
f [DFS] is approximately three orders of magnitude larger than the value of the

spontaneous measured folding rate from solution data and as measured in the metastable

analysis of subsection 7.4.3. Though with the simple model used here, the validity of this

simple extrapolations to the force-free regime is questionable.

While the fitting parameters k0
f [DFS] and κ[DFS] are chosen to reflect physical

properties of the system, the results must be interpreted with care as: i) the DFS equation

is for the most-likely refolding force rather than for the mean, ii) the model does not

account for reverse (unfolding) transitions which occurred at the slowest rates, and iii) it is

not clear that a 1D model with a purely harmonic change in energy is the most appropriate

description of this system. Nonetheless, equation 7.4 serves as a first phenomenological

description of the observed kinetics within this range of force and loading rate. These issues

will be further considered in the discussion section.
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Figure 7.10: Mean refolding force as a function of inverse loading rate, for transitions to

the putatively stable refolded state. Black, capped error bars indicate the standard error of

the mean. The variance of the distributions are shown as green bars.
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7.5 Concluding discussion

I have directly measured the refolding of spectrin domains under mechanical force

using a novel optical tweezers system that I have developed. A small rate-dependent shift

in the force was observed, consistent with a kinetically trapped unfolded state. In addition,

I have characterized the mechanical compliance of the domains. Perhaps the most striking

observation was the appearance of metastable unfolding-refolding oscillations during slow

inverse force ramps (typically less than -2 pN/s). The kinetics to and from this state were

quantified, and an unfolding rate two orders of magnitude faster than the primary transition

from the putative fully-folded ground state was found. The observed metastable state has

a similar length to the fully-folded state, but a much shorter kinetic lifetime.

Compared to previous studies, first note that the change in contour length mea-

sured in section 7.4.2 agrees with the expected change in length of 32 nm predicted by

structural data and measured with AFM [2, 59]. This suggests that the unfolding and

refolding observed occurs to and from fully denatured states. In the AFM study by Rief.

et al., the force-extension curve is matched to a WLC fit with a persistence length of 0.8

nm [59], which is similar to the effective persistence length measured here for the molec-

ular tether (1.0(1) nm). As the two studies used different spectrin constructs and linker

assemblies, a 20% agreement is reasonable.

Unfortunately, there is little single-molecule data to facilitate a comparison of

the refolding kinetics. While the paper by Rief et al. primarily investigates the unfold-

ing of spectrin, in fact they perform a preliminary investigation of refolding by relaxing

the stress on the molecule, waiting a specified period of time, then pulling out to count

the number of domains that had folded. They found a rough upper bound of one second

for the spontaneous refolding time of their spectrin domains. The authors note in their

paper that a more detailed single-molecule assessment is not possible without further tech-

nological developments. The new results in this chapter yield a refolding/collapse rate of

k0
f [collapse] = 100(80) s−1 (from the bi-directional transition data 7.4.3), corresponding

to a lifetime of 0.010(8) s, which falls well within their estimated time window. Further

comparisons can be made with solution data.

Solution-based kinetic studies of the chicken brain R16 α-spectrin domain have

been performed by the Clarke lab, the [64, 66, 65, 5]. From fluorescence and CD stopped-

flow measurements, they find spontaneous solution transition rates of k0
u[sol] = 0.0026(3) s−1
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for unfolding and k0
f [sol] = 125(3) s−1 for refolding at 25 degrees Celsius [64]. This folding

rate agrees within error with the refolding/collapse rate k0
f [collapse] obtained in this chapter

from the unfolding/refolding oscillations.

The Clarke studies also show that while solution unfolding-refolding of R16 appears

to be primarily a two-state kinetic process without the accumulation of stable, populated

intermediate states, additional kinetic complexity is observed from denaturant studies [64,

66, 65]. The unfolding transition appears to be governed by a effective broad transition

barrier, or multiple on-pathway intermediate states. And in solution refolding, they observe

a second minor refolding phase with considerably slower kinetics, which they suggest is

caused by heterogeneity in the denatured state.

From single-molecule measurements, I observed the refolding of spectrin to a possi-

ble intermediate state which was kinetically less stable than the putative full-folded ground

state. When collapsing to this metastable state, the molecule tether appeared to take back

in the full contour length gained during unfolding. However, while the force-extension tra-

jectory appeared to jump completely to the next lower “branch” during these transitions

(see section 7.4.1), due to the large fluctuations in bead position and orientation at these

low forces (see section 4.1.3) it would be difficult to distinguish a slightly larger collapsed

state. Still, the size information yields some clues about the structure of the transient col-

lapsed state; perhaps it simply lacks the intertwined coiled coil structure or specific weak

intramolecular bonds found in the more stable configuration. Additionally, from the size it

is clear that the collapsed state differs from the more extended intermediate state observed

by Lenne et al., which has gives a change in contour length of 15.5 nm during unfolding

[47]. At this stage, it is still not obvious whether an obligatory on-pathway intermediate

was observed, or an off-pathway misfolded state. Other experimental factors such as the

methods of surface preparation and functionalization may also have played a role.

The reaction pathways explored by force studies may also be different from in

solution [52], which complicates comparisons with denaturation studies. For this spectrin

repeat, the spontaneous unfolding rate from the DFS study in progress appears to agree

with the solution rate [34], as does the spontaneous refolding/collapse rate measured from

the metastable data. On the other hand, a näive interpretation of the stable-refolding

data of subsection 7.4.4 yields a much faster spontaneous refolding rate, suggesting the

possibility of a distinct transition pathway to the stable state. However, a more appropriate

kinetic models is required to interpret this data before such conclusions can be made. This
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model could explicitly include metastable states, and perhaps also account for instrument-

dependent effects.

While this is the first mechanical study of the refolding force of spectrin, other

single-molecule measurements of different protein structures have very recently emerged.

AFM studies of myosin have also demonstrated the ability of the triple-helical coiled coil

motif to generate force and contract against an external field [63]. A metastable intermediate

state has also been observed in a study of the refolding RNase H, and it appears to be on-

pathway. In addition, theoretical and computational studies of spectrin [2], as well as of

more generic triple-helical bundles [81, 82], have predicted intermediate states that may

correspond to the metastable collapsed state I have observed.

Further studies are needed to investigate these interesting questions, and to further

map out the energy landscape governing spectrin refolding and unfolding transitions. For

example, force measurements could be performed with varying concentration of denaturants,

or at different temperatures. This could assist in drawing comparisons with solution data.

Additionally, the force-dependent kinetics of different species of spectrin repeats or other

three-helix bundles could be performed to gain understanding into how small difference in

structure can lead to very different mechano-chemical properties. Another road of inquiry

would be to investigate the mechanics and bond-formation kinetics of larger and more

natural spectrin structures, such as the full tetramer found in the red blood cell network.
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Appendix A

Notes on chemical kinetics

This appendix contains preliminary notes on chemical kinetics, including a simple

re-derivation of some results used in the Dynamic Force Spectroscopy analysis (e.g. the

most-likely rupture force under a linear force ramp). For a more complete discussion of

Kramer’s theory and the application of chemical kinetics to force probe experiments see the

review papers by Hangii [35], and Evans [23, 27].

First order kinetic equation

For the simplest model of reaction kinetics, consider a two-state system (e.g

bound/unbound or folded/unfolded) that is characterized by a first-order kinetic equation:

dS

dt
= −koffS + kon(1 − S) (A.1)

where S is the probability that the system is in the first state (which we will hither forth

refer to as the bound state). 1 − S represents the probability that the system is in the

second state (i.e. unbound state), and the two coefficients koff, and kon are referred to as

the off-rate and on-rate, respectively. The off-rate rate is the probability per unit time

of making a transition to the unbound state, given that the system is in the bound state

(and vice versa for the on-rate). For a time-dependent system (subject, for example, to a

time-varying external field) the rate coefficients may also be time- dependent, making this

equation non-trivial to solve.
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Bond dissociation in the absence of rebinding

When describing systems in which rebinding does not occur, sometimes referred

to as “far from equilibrium”, equation A.1 can be reduced to the even simpler form

dS

dt
= −koffS (A.2)

which can be integrated as follows:

∫ S(tf)

S(ti)

1

S
dS = −

∫ tf

ti

koff(t) dt (A.3)

The integral is from the initial to the final state, parameterized here by time. Assuming

that the system is the bound at the initial time, S(ti) = 1, we have:

S(tf) = exp

(

−
∫ tf

ti

koff(t) dt

)

(A.4)

When koff has no time dependence, the probability of being in the bound state

decays exponentially,

S(t) = exp (−kofft) (A.5)

where we have let ti = 0. A simple intermolecular bond under zero or constant force is

well-described by such a law.

Most-likely rupture time

In the context of far-from-equilibrium transitions, the most-likely rupture time

t⋆ (i.e. the time at which dS
dt is maximized) can be obtained by taking the derivative of

equation A.2 and setting it to zero:

d2S

dt2
= −dkoff

dt
S − koff

dS

dt
= 0 (A.6)

Putting in the expression for dS
dt from equation A.2 and simplifying yields the simple ex-

pression:
dkoff

dt
(t⋆) = k2

off(t⋆) (A.7)

in which the functional dependence on time has been stated explicitly. In order to go

further, one needs to know both the force history f(t), and how the off-rate depends on

force, koff(f).
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Simple models for the force dependence of koff

One of the earliest phenomenological models for the rate of chemical reactions was

developed by Arrhenius in the nineteenth century:

koff = katt exp (−Eb/(kBT )) (A.8)

In prose, the off-rate koff is given by an attempt frequency katt that is discounted exponen-

tially by the height of the energy barrier relative to the bound state Eb (activation energy)

in units of thermal energy kBT (kB is the Boltzmann constant and T is the temperature).

The Arrhenius relation (equation A.8) can be derived in the context of diffusion along

an effective energy landscape, as shown in Kramers’ theory of thermally activated escape

[43, 35]. In this context, force can be included as a linear potential which shifts and lowers

barriers.

For a single, sharp barrier in a 1D landscape, the primary effect of force is to lower

the height of the barrier in proportion to the force. This gives an exponential dependence

of the off-rate on the force [25, 6]:

koff = k0
off exp (f/fβ) (A.9)

where k0
off is the unstressed or spontaneous off-rate, and the force scale fβ can be expressed

in terms of an effective distance from the bound state to the transition state (barrier),

fβ = kBT/xts.

Linear force ramps and dynamic force spectroscopy

For an increasing linear force ramp that starts from zero, i.e. f(t) = rf t, the

most-likely rupture force f⋆ and expected force distribution can be calculated exactly for

the model given in equation A.9. This force protocol and analysis has become a paradigm

of single-molecule kinetic experiments and is known as dynamics force spectroscopy (DFS)

[25, 49].

To calculate the most-likely rupture force, we substitute the expressions for f(t)

and koff(f) (from equation A.9) into equation A.7. On the left-hand side we have:

dkoff

dt
=

dkoff

df

df

dt
(A.10)

=

(

1

fβ
koff

)

rf (A.11)
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Equating this with the right-hand-side and explicitly putting in the functional form of koff(f)

gives:

rf
fβ
koff = k2

off (A.12)

rf
fβ

= koff = k0
off exp (f⋆/fβ) (A.13)

(A.14)

Taking the logarithm of both sides and solving for the most-likely rupture force gives the

standard DFS result shown in equation 1.1:

f⋆ = fβ log[rf/(k
0
offfβ)] (A.15)

In a similar way, the probability that the bond survives up to a given force ff can be

calculated by substituting f(t) and koff(f) into equation A.4 and carrying out the integral.

S(ff) = exp

(

−
∫ ff

0
koff(f)

dt

df
df

)

(A.16)

= exp

(

k0
offfβ

rf
(1 − exp(ff/fβ))

)

(A.17)

And the probability density of measured rupture forces is given by

−dS

df
= −dS

dt

dt

df
(A.18)

=
koff

rf
S (A.19)

=
k0

off

rf
exp

(

f

fβ
+
k0

offfβ

rf
(1 − exp(f/fβ))

)

(A.20)

which reproduces the results for the DFS universal distribution [23].

Bound state compliance

Another model to be considered is one in which the change in energy is dominated

by elasticity, as in section 7.4.3 on the refolding transition of spectrin. In this case, force

reduces the transition (refolding) rate by increasing the barrier height with respect to the

unfolded (bound) state. For a simple half-harmonic potential about the unfolded state with

a negligible distance from the stress-free minimum of this potential to the barrier, we have

(reproducing equation 7.3) for the force-dependent folding rate:

kf (f) = k0
f exp(−f2/(2κkBT )) (A.21)
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where κ is the compliance of the unfolded state (i.e. the effective spring constant or curva-

ture of the energy landscape).

For this model, with a linearly decreasing force ramp that begins at some initial

force fi, the most-likely refolding force f⋆ and distribution can be calculated as before.

Substitution into equation A.7 gives:

f⋆

κ kBT
rf = −k0

f exp

( −f⋆2

2 κ kBT

)

(A.22)

While this equation cannot be solved for the f⋆ as a function of rf , the inverse function can

easily be solved (reproducing equation 7.4):

rf (f⋆) = −
k0

f κ kBT

f⋆
exp

( −f⋆2

2 κ kBT

)

(A.23)

This form can be used to fit {f⋆, rf} data. The distribution can also be calculated following

the same steps as for the DFS universal distribution.



Appendix B

A brief description of optical

tweezers

Whenever light interacts with matter through absorption, radiation, etc. it exerts

a force equal to the rate at which momentum is transferred to the object per unit time. By

tightly focusing a single laser beam with a high numerical-aperture microscope objective, a

stable three-dimensional trap can be created from these optical forces. This configuration,

known as “optical tweezers”, allows the directed application of pN level forces to microscopic

objects such as bacteria, cellular organelles, and dielectric spheres. In this section we will

focus on the forces on microscopic spheres, which are often used as “handles” to manipulate

other molecules in biophysical experiments. Specifically, brief sketches of three theoretical

models will be presented.

The calculation of optical forces on an object even as simple as a glass sphere is in

general a difficult problem. However, we can build some intuition by analyzing the system

in certain regimes.

When the radius of the sphere, R, is much larger than the wavelength of light,

λ, we are justified in using the ray optics approximation. In this model, we calculate the

change of momentum of each incident ray of light due to reflection and refraction at the

surface of the sphere. Since momentum is conserved, this momentum is transferred to the

sphere. By summing up the contributions of all incident light rays, we can determine the

total momentum transferred to the sphere per unit time, which by Newton’s second law is

equal to the total force exerted on the sphere [3]. This picture gives a reasonably intuitive

126
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understanding of how a focused laser beam is able to create a stable three-dimensional

trap, pulling the sphere towards the region of maximum intensity (approximately). This is

illustrated in Figure B.1 (Svoboda and Block, 1994) [71].

Figure B.1: Ray optics diagram of an optical trap, reproduced from (Svoboda and Block,

1994) [71].

When λ ≪ R, the ray optics pictures clearly no longer applies as diffraction now

plays a primary role. Fortunately, in this regime there is also a simple way to analyze

the forces: we treat the sphere as a dipole resulting from the polarization of the dielectric
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material in the electric field. In this approximation the force can be calculated, and separates

into two terms: i) a scattering force proportional to the intensity of the laser beam and in

the same direction as the beam, and ii) a gradient force that is proportional to the gradient

of the electric field. Let us examine how the gradient force arises for a sphere in vacuum

with a simple “back of the envelope” calculation. Let ~d be the induced dipole moment of

the dielectric sphere. Then ~d = α~E, where α is the polarizability of the material. The

energy of a dipole in an electric field is: U = −~d · ~E = −α~E2 The average force is then:

~F = 〈∇U〉 = 〈α∇E2〉 =
α

2cε0
∇I (B.1)

where c is the speed of light, ε0 is the permittivity of the vacuum, and I is the light intensity.

When λ is comparable to R the problem is more complicated. The most general

classical approach is to calculate the electromagnetic fields that satisfy the appropriate

boundary conditions, and then integrate the Maxwell stress tensor over the surface of the

sphere to determine the total force that it experiences. While the general problem of a

dielectric in a plane wave was solved many years ago (Lorenz Mie theory) some difficulty

remains in describing the incident light from a focused laser beam as a superposition of plane

waves. One implementation that yields reasonably accurate numerical results is known as

the Generalized Lorenz Mie Theory (GLMT), which is discussed in reference [51].


